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News In Brief
Cards arriving by thousands
for a Santa Claus postmark
SANTA CLAUS, Ind. ( AP) — Cards and letters are sent by the
thousands to this tiny town which has streets named New Year's Eve
and Reindeer Circle and a restaurant called The North Pole.
The cards are sent to the little brick post office that serves 750 people in order to get the special Santa Claus postmark.
"They start arriving the first of November, and now it's almost like
each day is a buildup," said Mary Ann Long, who has been
postmaster in Santa Claus since 1974.
"We've already canceled about 25,000 at this point," Mrs. Long
said at the end of November. And that's sort of a drop in the bucket.
We haven't reached the busiest part of the season yet."
Last year, workers machine-canceled half a million pieces of mail,
she said. It's impossible to say how many cards will come in this
year.
This year's postmark shows Santa Claus carrying a bag of toys
down the chimney. Jodi Tornatta, a senior last year at Heritage Hill
High School, designed the winning creation for a contest Mrs. Long
holds annually.
The cards come from throughout the United States and around the
world — including Czechoslovakia, Scotland and Italy.
The most foreign cards come from Japan. That's probably because
an article about the special postmark appeared a few years ago in a
Japanese newspaper, Mrs. Long said.
"A Japanese postmaster wrote and asked if it would be all right to
send cards, and I wrote back and said yes," she said.
Afterwards so many cards arrived from Japan that Mrs. Long had
to take mail home and open it just to keep up.
She addresses her own Christmas cards early and usually mails
them Dec. 1.
"I hate to admit it but we're usually glad to see it over," she said of
the holiday.
Local legend has it that Santa Claus got its name in 1852 following
several meetings in which residents failed to agree on a name for the
southern Indiana town.
During one such meeting in the town's church, a child heard bells
outside and shouted, "Santa Claus!" Residents decided that was as
good a name as any for the Spencer County town.
The town received its first major publicity in 1929 when Robert L.
Ripley reportedly mailed himself a large plywood postcard from Santa Claus to show readers of his well-known newspaper feature that
such a town did exist.
In the years since, Santa Claus has capitalized on the Christmas
theme and even has a fire truck named Rudolph with a blinking red
light.
(C'ont'd on page
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Vietnam vets, scholars to reflect on war
Area Vietnam veterans and
scholars will share their experiences and observations on the
impact of the Vietnam War on
American society in a panel
discussion at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 14, at Murray State
University.
Moderated by Hugh Barksdale
of the Vietnam Veterans of
America Chapter 337, the forum
will be held in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery on the fourth floor of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center. The event

Death toll
mounts from
Soviet quake
in Armenia
YEREVAN, U.S.S.R. AP —
Rescue workers said today there
was little hope of finding more survivors in the wreckage of the
mammoth Armenian earthquake,
and officials estimated the death
toll at more than 50,000.
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev, after touring the disaster
area, accused "provocateurs" of
exploiting the disorder produced
by the quake to create instability
in the ethnically troubled republic
and said,"They must be stopped."
Armenian activists reported
clashes with troops Sunday over
the arrest of several nationalist
leaders and said several people
were wounded. They said the
violence occurred in Yerevan, the
Armenian capital.
Gorbachev promised residents
of the disaster zone that the
((ont'd on page 3)

is open to the public.
Barksdale, a Murray
businessman, served in Vietnam
in 1969 and 1970. He helped plan
the panel discussion, one of a
series of programs scheduled in
conjunction with the gallery's current exhibit. "Nam and the 60s: A
Personal American View."
The exhibit features
photographs taken in Vietnam and
the United States between 1962 and
1975. It is on display through Dec.
18.

The panel is the last of the
series and, along with answering
questions about the impact of the
war, panel members hope to
generate comments and questions
about the exhibit," Barksdale
said.
The panel will include Dr. Gene
Garfield, chairman of the Department of Political Science and
Legal Studies at Murray State;
Dr. Kenneth E. Harrell, dean of
the College of Humanistic Studies;
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey, chair-

man of the Department of Journalism and Radio-TV; I.Lt. Col.
James T. Vaughan, chairman of
the Department of Military
Science; and Dr. Gordon
Williams, clinical psycholigist in
Paducah.
Garfield, who has been on the
MSL: faculty since 1970. will comment on the political consequences of Vietnam. ''I don't want
people to forget why there was so
(Cont'd on page 2)

Street lights

Continuing the tradition they began seven years ago, residents of Olive Boulevard in Murray lit the iluminaries lining their street Sunday and plan to do it again tonight. From left, Dr. H. L. Oakley. Archie Sim
mons, George Bell, Ryan Pickens, Dr. A. H. Titsworth, Gene Schanbacher, and J. D. Rayburn begin lightim,
the lights before dark.
Staff photo 11 Jrauuur lirandstetter

Elsewhere
R, The ASSOCIATED PRESS

ACROSS THE NATION — A hastily assembled telethon to aid victims of the devastating earthquake in Soviet Armenia drew $2.8
million in pledges, and one child emptied her piggy bank of money
she had saved for Christmas presents to help.
MEXICO CITY — Fireworks exploded at a street market jammed
with Christmas shoppers, setting off a chain reaction of blasts and a
fire that kills at least 51 people as it races through vendors' stalls and
storehouses.
WASHINGTON — Nearly 10 million Americans lost their jobs due
to plant closings or layoffs from 1983 to 1988 despite the longest
peacetime economic expansion in the nation's history, the government reports.
W'ASIIINGTON — Setting up the George Bush administration —
the task of some 300 people who toil in offices above a drugstore — is
being underwritten by the taxpayers to the tune of about $3.5 million.
NEW YORK — Black students especially in the South are more
likely than whites to be targets of corporal punishment or school
suspension, a study finds.
NEW YORK — Most Americans intend to spend at least $200 on
Christmas gifts this holiday season, and one in four will spend at least
$500, a Media General-Associated Press poll shows.
SAN FRANCISCO — Sunspot activity that peaks in about a year
will be the second most intense since Galileo first saw the solar eruptions in 1610, and might knock satellites off course, cause scattered
blackouts and disrupt phone calls and radio shows, scientists say.
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5.30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday are urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m
Monday through Friday. or
3.30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — 8 a.m. • 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday. 8
a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday.

Tonight: Mostly cloudy and
not so cold with a 30 percent
chance of light snow. Low in the
low to mid 20s. Southerly winds
5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday. 30 percent chance
of light snow until midday, then
partly cloudy and milder in the
afternoon. High from 40 to 45.
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Kentucky
Barkley
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Legislators hope initiatives benefit schools
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
Education-minded legislators
have drafted a lengthy shopping
list of initiatives they hope to use
as an agenda to improve Kentucky
schools.
Rep. Roger Noe, D-Harlan,
chairman of the House Education
Committee, said the list is meant
to be exhaustive, not exclusive.
"We have tried to cover
everything that's been written
down, every report, idea, request,
survey, citizen comment, past
legislation, national literature,"
Noe said. "However, I am sure

Deadline nears
for delinquent
taxpayers to
settle accounts
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API — Kentucky revenue officials are expecting millions of dollars to roll into
the state's coffers as the deadline
nears for delinquent taxpayers to
settle their accounts and avoid a
penalty.
"There's just not a real big incentive to pay early," said Alex
Rose, commissisoner of the
Department of Professional and
Support Services.
The program, "Get Amnesty or
Get Caught," already has brought
in $11.6 million, surpassing the
original $10 million goal. The onetime offer ends at midnight
Friday.
As of last Friday, 6,690 people
had taken advantage of the
program.
Rose said it was difficult to
estimate how much more revenue
the state might collect, but he
estimated that it could be another
((ont'd on page 2)

that there are items that have not
surfaced but will at some point.
"We are just trying to identify
those issues that could possibly
find themselves in a legislative
agenda at some point in the
future," Noe added.
A small group of legislators, including members of the Senate
and House Education Committees
and a handful of other interested
lawmakers, have met privately
for the past several weeks to compile the list.
Since then, it has become a hot,
but elusive item in the Capitol. Of-

ficials of the administration of
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson have been
given some hints, but lawmakers
have steadfastly maintained it is a
legislative project.
Some of Wilkinson's ideas for
education have, apparently, been
included.
Its official unveiling is tentatively scheduled for Tuesday, when
the interim joint Committee on
Education intends to meet.
The document includes both
broad goals for education in Kentucky by the year 2000 as well as
objectives and initiatives to be

met along the way. Perhaps most
importantly. it also includes a
rough price tag for most of the
items.
"There are programs that we
have no idea how much money
would be needed," Noe said, such
as those for gifted and talented
children and exceptional children.
The cost of those would deper
largely on their scope.
"Virtually everything in there
has been discussed before." said
Rep. Tom Jones D.
(Cont'd on page 2)

New leadership

Joseph H. Womble, District One vice president of the Kentucky Federation of Chapters of the National
Visociation of Retired Federal Employees, administered the oath of office to the new officers of the Kentucky
Lake chapter of NARFE. New officers are, from left: secretary•treasurer Evelyn Bailey, second vicepresident Dick Owens,first vice-president Joan Whayne, and president Jack Owens. The new officers were installed Friday .
Mall ()twin h, David Tuck
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Legislators...

'Hanging of the Green'

Power outage
reported in city

Citizens of Murray and surrounding areas crowded into the Curris Center Sunday at Murray State University
to join in the annual "Hanging of the Green" celebration. Young and old delight in this traditionally festive occasion highlighted by Christmas choirs and the reading of the Christmas story.
Staff photo b, Jeannie Brandstetter

Next time let's make it
a

WET
and keep the $hopping dollars in Murray!
Committee For A Progressive Murray
The best is yet to come.

Experiences...

Deadline...

(('ont'd from page 1)
Lawrenceburg.
He added that, as the state
budget now stands, "There's not
enough money for any one piece of
it
Once the legislature does some
fine tuning, House Speaker Don
Blandford said Wilkinson will get
his chance to comment.
"We will take this proposal to
him and see if he will buy into it
and support it," said Blandford, DPhllpot. "If not, I think we've got a
problem."
Senate President President Pro
Tern John "Eck" Rose, DWinchester, said Wilkinson's participation
any education initiative is crucial.

Complications in three areas
left the southwest section of the
Murray Electric Service area
without power services this
morning.
Roy Underwood, MES
Superindendent, said the outage
was caused by complications in
three different areas: a blown
fuse transformer; an imbalance of
supply lines caused by the addition
of Martin Heights Subdivistion
and Fox Meadow Trailer Court;
and some customers changing
from electrical to gas heating. He
said the complications caused a
change in normal loading
conditions.
"We do not expect any permanent problems," Underwood said.
We now know that a problem exists. Hopefully we can take care of
the problem before really cold
weather arrives."
Residents affected by the outage
were those living around Martin
Heights Subdivision and Fox
Meadow Trailer Court, as well as
those in Canterbury Estates and
on S. 16th St.
The Murray Ledger & Times
also experienced considerable
down time during the morning, it
was reported.

(CVat'd from page 1)
$5 million or $10 million.
District offices will remain open
at least until 9 p.m. Friday, or
longer if necessary.
Some state legislators questioned the fairness of giving tax offenders a break, but many said
they found merit in generating
more money for a tight budget.
The General Assembly thus approved an amnesty effort and set
aside $650,000 to launch it.
Kentucky's program began
Sept. 15 and covers nearly all state
taxes. That includes sales and use
taxes, individual income taxes,
corporate income taxes and inheritance and estate taxes.
Amnesty is available for taxes
due before Dec. 1, 1987.
In addition to avoiding
penalties, taxpayers get a break
on interest.
They're charged one-half the interest due on taxes owed after July
1, 1982. Interest rates range from 4
percent for 1987 taxes to 8 percent
for taxes for the last six months of
1982.
For taxes before July 1, 1982,
there's a flat rate of 4 percent.
Rose said that about two-thirds
of the money collected thus far
came from cases the state already
knew about, including some in
litigation.
,
The largest single amount collected in any category, so far, is
$512,562 in corporate income
taxes. The smallest amount, 14
cents, is in intangible tax.
Taxpayers who filed a return
but underreported for an amnesty
period face a 20 percent collection
fee on taxes owed. And taxpayers
who don't file a return by midnight
Friday face a penalty of 50
percent.
Rose said the fees are designed
to make the offenders, not taxpayers, pay for collection costs.
This fiscal year the state
Revenue Cabinet will hire 72 extra
workers for compliance efforts,
such as audits. Next year, the
cabinet plans to hire 37 more.
"The tough collection program
will last forever," Rose said.

(Cont'd from page 1)
much resistance to it," he said.
Harrell, who came to Murray at
the beginning of the anti-war
movement in 1961, will speak on
the impact of Vietnam on education. Enormous changes in higher
education came about during and
after the war, he said. "And it
wasn't just Vietnam. It was civil
rights and the whole counterculture movement."
McGaughey served in Vietnam
in 1966 and 1967 and joined the
MSU faculty in 1969 after completing active duty. A retired U.S.
Army reserves major, his subject
area will be media coverage of the
war, both in the United States and
in the Far East. He said that early
in the war, news reporters "took
what the government told them.
Later they started getting stories
from the front."

1

Vaughan, who has been assigned to Murray State for the past
year, saw duty in Vietnam in 1972
as adviser to a Vietnamese armor
unit. A career army officer for
more than 20 years. Vaughan will
talk about the role of the military
in society and the implications of
that role today. His first concern
as a citizen, he said, is to be sure
"we really want to do what we set
out to do before committing our
young people to military action."
Williams served in Vietnam in
1969 and 1970 and is president of
the local chapter of Vietnam
Veterans of America.

Fiscal court sets
Tuesday meeting
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in regular session
on Tuesday, Dec. 13, at 1 p.m. in
the office of Judge-Executive
George Weaks in the Calloway
County Courthouse.
The meeting is general in nature
and open to the public.

Santa Claus postmark...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Since 1985, residents of Christmas Lake Village have staged the
Festival of Lights, decorating their houses around a central theme.
This year's festival, scheduled for Sunday and Monday, is expected to
attract hundred of visitors from Indiana, Kentucky and Illinois.
Despite publicity, not everyone has heard of Santa Claus. And this
is the time of year when saying you're from Santa Claus really gets a
lot ot attention.
"You'll be placing an order for something over the telephone and
when you say you're from Santa Claus, people think you're a big
joker or something," Mrs. Long said.
To get the special postmark, address Christmas cards as usual and
place first-class postage on each. Put them into a large envelope and
mail to: Postmaster, Santa Claus, Ind., 47579-9998.
For people who want other special postmarks, the U.S. Postal Service also has suggested the following:
— Bethlehem, Conn., 06751.
—Bethlehem, Pa., 18016.
—Christmas, Fla., 32709.
— North Pole, Alaska, 99705.
— Noel, Miss., 64845.
—Mistletoe, Ky., 41351.
—Snowflake, Ariz., 85937.
— Rudolph, Ohio, 43452.
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MSU News recipient
of Columbia honors
The Murray State News, the
weekly newspaper published by
students in the Department of
Journalism and Radio-TV at Murray State University, has earned
the top rating from the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association
(CSPA)for the fourth consecutive
semester.
By scoring 925 out of a possible
1,000 points, the News received the
Medalist rating for issues published during the 1988 spring
semester. The ranking places the
Murray State News in the top five
percent of all college newspapers
judged by CSPA.
The judge who critiqued the spring semester issues called the
paper one of the better college
newspapers around. Very robust
in volume of news, features and
other fare - and consistently so!"
The judge added that "certainly
there's staff dedication and
energy in a positive way."
In addition, the Murray State
News earned All-enlurnhian
honors for special merit in the
categories of presentation and
general operations. The paper

MONDAY, DECEMBER 12, 19104
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Death toll...

when a Soviet military transport
plane carrying soldiers to help
rescue earthquake victims crashed as it approached the airport of
Leninakan, a city hit hard by the
creake. Seventy-eight people died.
The earthquake rescue effort,
drawing workers and supplies
from about 40 nations, was further
hampered by shortages of equip-

(Cont'd from page I)

government would begin an investigation of why newly constructed apartment buildings
crumbled so easily while older
buildings remained standing during Wednesday's quake.
Tragedy struck again Sunday

received 280 out of 300 points in
presentation, which included
overall concept, editing and
headline writing, and design and
graphics. The news also received
100 out of 100 points in general
operations.
Some of the students responsible
for the level of excellence shown in
the 1088 spring semester were Lisa
Jackson, editor-in-chief for the
first half of the spring semester
and now general assignment
reporter for the Winchester Sun;
Kevin Patton, a senior jounalism
major from Eddyville, editor-inchief for the second half of the
semester and sports editor the
first half; Todd Ross, a senior
journalism major from Murray,
news editor; Angie Watson, a
senior jounalism major from
Philpot, campus life editor; and
Cathy Davenport, a senior English
and jounalism major from
Hopkinsville, viewpoint eidtor.
Ann Landini, an instructor in the
Department of Journalism and
Radio-TV, serves as faculty adviser for the student newspaper.

ment and haphazard organization,
some officials said.
Rubble was still piled high ir
several cities, including
Leninakan, a city of 250,000 people
near the quake's epicenter in northwest Armenia, and Spitak,
which was virtually wiped out.
Some aid that was given proved
useless. A crane sat idle besides

PAGE 3

the ruins in Leninakan, Armenia's
second-largest city. Workers said
it was too small.
George Reed, a spokesman for
the Geneva-based Red Cross, said
the only people still alive in the
wreckage would be those fortunate enough to have found some
water and a supply of fresh air.

"When your suit
looks good
so do you."

WE'LL WRAP IT • •
WE'LL SEND IT
If you wish-any gift* purchased at The Party

Santa knows! The
secret of feeling first
rate is looking it!
We'll keep your
entire wardrobe
looking great.
Look your best with
our Sanitone Certified Master
Daycleaning.

Mort will be properly packed and delivered in excellent condition anywhere in the U.S. to the
street address you furnish. . . only the U.P.S.
charges will be added to your purchase.
-(olconoi,c beverages excluded)

Ake Party Mart
paducoh's most interesting store
Hannon Plaza

509 Lone Oak Rd.
442-0011

Nashville creative group
says it will donate logo
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP Members of a Nashville creative
group say they will design and produce a new TVA logo if the federal
agency will donate to charity the
$28,000 it plans to spend on the
project.
But Tennessee Valley Authority
officials say the offer may be too
late to change TVA's subcontract
with the New York designer
through an Atlanta company.
We have a contract with a company - Cohn and Wolfe of Atlanta," said Craven Crowell, TVA's
vice president of governmental
and public affairs.
Crowell said Tennessee companies were also considered
earlier this year when the Atlanta
firm was chosen.
TVA has been restructuring its
operations and has laid off some
7,000 employees in an effort to cut
spending.
"I would just have to look at it
whenever they make such a proposal," Crowell said. "But we
have signed a contract with the
company that we feel a legal
responsibility to uphold."
Mich Creasy, a board member
and former president of Creative
Forum of Nashville - a group of
artists who perform public service
work - said he was surprised TVA
turned to AUanta and New York.
"Nashville is really a strong
creative community. We have
some of the strongest creative
talent in the country," said
Creasy, who designed the logo for
the Reagan-Bush campaign in
1984.
He said the group will call TVA
officials today to offer to develop a
logo for free.
Creative Forum Nashville
claims credit for two community
service projects last year television spots for the Boy Scouts
of America that recently earned
two Emmys and a television spot
and posters for the Special Olympics. Both projects were donated.
"It's that type thing that we are
about," Creasy said. "That's why
when I saw the article today I
thought, gee, those people could be
doing something better with that
$28,000.
"And I'm not knocking the TVA,
but I just think organizations like
ours, we could be a resource. With
the tremendous talent pool that exists in this area, why go outside
and pay that kind of money when

FREE GIFT WRAPPING ON
ANY PURCHASE

you could stay at home and work
with some of the most, outstanding, creative talent in the
nation?"

Three Gilbertville residents
were killed in a head-on collision
Sunday, according to the Kentucky State Police.
The accident occured eight
miles north of Benton on U.S. 641
at 12:45 p.m., police said.
Ruth Farley, 52, the driver of
one car, and Ruby Cross, 51, died
at the scene after their car collided with a vehicle driven by James
Manwell, 68. Police said
Manwell's car was northbound
when it crossed the center line.
Manwell died about five hours
later at Paducah's Lourdes
Hospital, according to police.
Police said none of the victims
were wearing a seat belt.
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A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

14.95
110
*65-563
Super gift value! Solar/
battery With case, battery

off

Reg.

19.95

_
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Radio-Controlled Gifts

Touch-redial Pulse • dialing
Desk/wall White. #43-505
Brown. *43-506

Low Prices! Stocking-Stuffers

I.(1)

By Radio Shack

By Radio Shack

OnTV-I

ip -0'
•

011

From 259 to 595
From 995 to 11995
(2)
II
(1)
(1) Red Racer. Win the neighborhood "nationals!"
High-Rider 4 x 4. Super climbing action!
Wire controlled #60-2361
long. 49 MHz #60-3065
3.99
(2) Fun Lantern. *60-1071
(2) Monster Chevy Truck. Ready for mud-stomping
9 955
2.59
action' 9" long *60-3093
(3) Blue LCD Watch. 60-minute timer. With battery #60-2260
(3) 911 Racer. Take the checkered flag! Steering
.
.. . 5.95
wheel control for precise turns. 8" long.
(4) Pop-Time Puppy LCD Watch. Time for fun!
(3)
(4)
#60-3094
19.95 (3)
Push the button and clock pops out of pup With
(4) Ferrari Racer. Really cuts through the air! 11"
2.99
(5) battery #60-1079
long 49 MHz #60-4063 ''''''
.
29.95
(5) Space Pistol. #60-1072
4.95
llatteries or' ,
ess otherwise note,.
(4) (5) 4 x 4 Off-Roader. Tackles tough terrain! 12,/2long 49 MHz *60-4067
44.95
(6) TurboWing Buggy. Burn up the Baja! Ni-Cd
charging lack, 14" long #60-4075
49.95
Wrei By Radio Shack
(7)
Golden Arrow Buggy. For serious RC enthusi(5)
From
asts! Has friction-damped shock absorbers, rear difkAtaerN
ferential axle. 15'/2" long, #60-4080
(1)
(1)
LCD Highway. Challenging' With bat
. • 119.95
tAt.
tery Reg 12 95 #60-2222
ati RC vehicles operate On 27 MHz
Etatter,es extra ,ruass
Sale 8.95
unless otherwise noted Batters
otherwise noted
(7)
(2) LCD Fire Away. Defend against aliens!
nthenvt••• nnted
extra
With battery #60-2224
. 12.95
as
as
(2)
seen
(4)
(3) Spell 'n Math". Teaches basic math,
seen
Stock Up Now on
on TV
spelling, more #60-1093
on TV
24.95
Long-Lasting
(4) Teddy "Talk to Me': Mouth moves as
(6)
ENERCELL' Batteries!
he repeats what you say #60-1097
29.95
(2)

Play-Anywhere Toys and Games
895 to 2995

1
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Big Values From America's Electronic Toyland

mar

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

i

605 Main St.

(1)

Three killed in
Sunday accident

i

/

85 '
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Shirts

BOONE'S CLEANERS

Radio Maek

1000

1 I
I I
i
i
J I

2 Pc. Suits
$3.80

Most Major
Credit Cards
Welcome
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PERSPECTIVE
Commonwealth Comment
By Michael D. Ward

Paying the juice on the U.S. deficit

Pvercrowding a big problem
Our prisons have a big problem:
overcrowding.
While the crisis is nation wide, it
is worsening almost by the moment
in Kentucky.
Now the state courts in Kentucky
are issuing contempt citations
against the state for the failure of
the Corrections Cabinet to remove
prisoners from county jails and
take them to prison where they
belong.
Correction officials say that
there is no room and stand to pay
millions of dollars in fines if
something is not done.
Meanwhile all that state government seems to do is to appoint
another commission to study the
problem
and
make
recommendations.
The problem is not complicated.
In fact it is alarmingly simple. Pursuant to the understandable
demands of society. more
criminals are going to prison these
days. And we simply have not appropriated the money to build the
additional cells necessary.
Our legislators and government
leaders must know that we need
more prison space, and must also
know that we have to ask the
people—the same people demanding that more criminals be locked up—to pay for it through additional taxes. But no one likes to talk
about that vital aspect of it. Instead
we dwell on alternatives to prison
sentences, such as probation, home
incarceration, and other means of
diverting convicted criminals.

These alternative means are
necessary and must be implemented. But, they will not even
scratch the surface in alleviating
the problem. Most people who go to
prison these days have either committed serious crimes, or have a
long record of less-threatening
ones. In other words, they have
worn out all of the alternative
sentences.
Our neighbor to the south, Tennessee, is experiencing the same
problem. A commission appointed
there to study the bulging prison
crisis have concentrated their efforts in reducing penalties for certain crimes, thinking that this will
cut down on prison populations.
This too however is a delusive
assumption. Most sentences nation
wide result in plea bargaining, and
by the very nature of the beast,
criminals receive close to the
minimum already for most crimes
to which they plead guilty.
Perhaps a prison referendum is
in order in Kentucky.
Simply put it to our taxpayers
direct: Are you in favor of an additional tax on cold drinks I for example ) to build five new prisons in
Kentucky—yes or no?"
If the taxpayers say "yes", then
perhaps that will give the
legislators the courage to impose
the tax and build the prisons.
If they say "no", then we don't
have a lot of room to complain
when we start paroling convicted
murderers after their serving only a few years of their life
sentences.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
M. Ronald Christopher, Cornmonweath Attorney for Calloway
and Marshall Counties, was
elected president of Kentucky
Commonwealth Attorneys
Association at a meeting at
Louisville.
Dave Watson, Barry Canter,
Mickey Overby, Steve Enoch, Joe
Dan Taylor, Jimmy Joe Hale and
Ricky Cunningham. members,
and Jamie Potts, vo-ag teacher, of
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Homemakers of
America attended the national
FFA convention at Kansas City.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Hogan
Bryan, Nov. 30, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Al Lencki, Dec. 3.
Twenty years ago
Sp5 Euel M. Rose. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Euel Rose, is now serving with the U.S. Army in
Germany.
Murray High School with
Ronald Beshear as speech teacher
and Murray University School
with George Roberts as speech
teacher co-sponsored the second
annual Nathan B. Stubbleifled
Speech and Debate Tournament
on Dec. 7.
Janie Peebles of Murray, Cheryl
Gibbs of Kevil, Pat Johnston of
Benton and Gloria Myers of
Beaver Dam are Shield Queen
finalists at Murray State
University.
Thirty years ago
The student body of Woodlawn
School in 1931 was pictured in the
Dec. 10th issue. The picture
belongs to Mrs. J.L. Lassiter.
Army Pvt. J.C. Collins. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Collins,
has completed an eight-week
Automotive Maintenance Course

at Fort Chaffee, Ark.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Crotzer and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Arnold.
Forty years ago
Elected as officers of Calloway
County Medical Society were Dr.
Robert W. Hahs, Dr. Ora K.
Mason and Dr. James C. Hart.
Calloway County Farm Agent
S.V. Foy said 350 packages of rat
poison have been delivered to
Calloway County farmers in the
County Eradication Rat Program.
Kay Weatherly, Letitia Maupin
and Betty Thurman are drum majors of Murray High School Band
with Mrs. Lee Williams as band
director and Mrs. Tom Rowlett as
drill corps director.
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Slats Grobnik looked up from his
paper and said. "Do you understand this big buyout deal with the
cigarette company?"
You mean RJR Nabisco.
"Yeah. I guess besides cigarettes, they make cookies, too. If they
don't kill you with smoke, they do
it by getting you fat. But do you
understand the deal?"
Vaguely. There are several
groups trying to buy it. And
they're all offering more than $20
billion.
"I know that. But do any of them
have $20 billion in their pockets? I
didn't know anybody had that kind
of money, except some Japanese
or Arabs."
No, they don't have that kind of
money. They leverage it.
"You mean they borrow it."
Yes, that's another way of putting it.
"Then why don't they say 'borrow' instead of 'leverage'? If I ask
the bartender to let me have $20
until payday, I don't ask him to
leverage me. He'd think I was asking for help getting off the stool
and he'd cut me off."
Well, that's the way the big
money people talk.
"I think they talk that way
because they don't want mopes
like me to know what they're doing, because the country might
have a nervous breakdown. I
mean, the stories I read don't say
something like this: 'Three different groups of greedy guys say
they are borrowing billions of

dollars at crazy interest rates to
buy a company that makes
cigarettes and cookies, so they can
start selling off pieces of the company to cover the interest on the
money they borrowed, and cutting
the payroll and maybe putting a
lot regular mopes out of work, and
if they pull it off they'll all wind up
with a fat profit."
-It's more complex than that.
"Yeah, I know. Like it don't say
that I'm footing part of the bill
because those guys can write the
interest on those big loans off their
tax bills. So if they don't pay taxes
on it, that means the government's
going to get it from somewhere
else. And I'm part of the
somewhere else. How come they
can write off that interest and I
can't write off interest when I buy
a car?"
Congress, in its wisdom, has
given them this loophole. I suppose it stimulates growth or
something.
"Borrowing that kind of money
at juice-man rates don't stimulate
nothing but my blood pressure.
You know what I think? I think
that one of these days, they're go-

ing to foreclose on this whole counOur national economy can't be
try. They're going to repossess the
compared to borrowing money
whole thing, from sea to shining
from juice men.
sea."
"No, it's worse. Knock Knees
Who's going to do that?
brought it on himself. But I'm just
"Who? The people we're going
an innocent bystander. Why
to owe all the money to. I mean, if should I get repossessed?"
eyerybody is borrowing,
But you won't.
somebody's lending. And that's all
"Why not? Every year we're
anybody's doing. These buyout
paying more and more juice. Pretguys are borrowing and we're
ty soon, everything we got is going
helping them foot the bill. So the
to be going out in juice to other
government has to borrow money
countries. That means we can't
from foreigners and pay interest. _spend it on things we need here. So
Then the government taxes me — tve borrow more and pay more
and uses my money to pay the in- juice. Then they come in and buy
terest. And every year, more of
more of the country. That's what I
my money goes for finance
mean by getting repossessed. One
charges. But I can't even,go in a day they show up at the White
bank and get $50 until payday."
House and knock on the door and
But this system must be good say: 'You missed the payments.
because we're living well and the
Here's your eviction notice."
economy is in good shape.
That's not the way high finance
"Oh, yeah, we're living well. works.
Just like Knock Knees Tony used
"High finance, low finance, it's
to live well. Remember him from
all the same. When you borrow,
the neighborhood?"
somebody is shelling it out and
A sad case.
some day you got to pay up. You
"Sure, he lived well. All the time know what I think George Bush
a new car, flashy clothes, throw- ought to do?"
ing money around like a good-time
What?
Charlie. Then the guys he's bor"He ought to give Knock Knee
rowing money from come around Tony a job."
and say: 'Tony, you ain't paid the
What kind of job could he give
juice on your loans.' He says: that dummy?
'Catch me next week.' They says:
"Chief economic adviser."
'That's what you said last week,
What does Tony know?
and the week before that.' And
"Nothing. But every time the
that's when he got the nickname new deficit figures come out, Tony
Knock Knees Tony. He's still got could pull up his pants legs and
the Louisville Slugger marks on show Bush those Louisville Slugboth knees, you know that?"
ger marks."

After losing his throne to a
military coup in 1952. Egyptian
king Farouk I made the following
bitter comment:
One day there will be only the
kings left: hearts, spades,
diamonds, clubs, and England.
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Throwing 011ie North to the wolves

Badgered during a photo opportunity, Ronald Reagan ruled out
pre-trial pardons for Admiral
Poindexter and Colonel North.
Pardons would leave them "under
a shadow of guilt for the rest of
their lives," said Mr. Reagan. "I
think you have to let the judicial
process proceed."
But, whence come this
solicitude? Neither Admiral
Poindexter nor Colonel North
shares the President's concern
about a "shadow of guilt" hanging
over them. Indeed, both men
made their case before Congress
and the country; both testified for
40 hours under oath; and both men
want pardons. How, then, can the
President suggest he is looking out
for their interests, when he denies
them?
Evidently, the President and his
advisers feel less damage will be
done his place in history if North
and Poindexter are prosecuted,
than if the White House should
grant pardons. and is made to submit to a Christmas firestorm by
the press.
They could not be more
mistaken.
Throwing Poindexter and North
to the wolves, the White House is
forcing both men, in their own
defense, to make the case in court
that what they did was fully consistent with the expressed and implied wishes of the President of the
United States. Unlike his brilliant
testimony. 011ie's trial will not be
North vs. Congress; it with be
North vs. Reagan.
Every senior member of the National Security Council, including

the former President, and the new
President, George Bush, will be
subpoenaed to testify about
documents and conversations that
are now three and four years old.
The trial will be a sensation,
with Mr. Reagan in the witness
chair for days, with President
Bush invoking executive
privilege, and with the
Washington press corps happily
shuttling back and forth from
courtroom to White House press
room, demanding to know if the
newly installed chief executive
has "something to hide."
From day one, White House
handling of the Iran-Contra affair
has been a greater disaster than
the original decision to sell arms.
First, in the panic of November
1986, the White House named a
bipartisan commission to come inside, and investigate the NSC, and
report to the nation, on the why
and how of Iran-Contra. This was
like calling artillery fire in on your
own position — after the battle is
over. When the Tower Commission did finally report, months
later, the President naturally, fell
dramatically in public approval.
In that same November panic,
before there was any evidence of a
crime, the White House approved
a special prosecutor. Not for a
year, and not until he had consumed $10 million in tax dollars, did independent Counsel Lawrence
Walsh and his vast staff even
come up with the "crime," i.e., an
alleged "conspiracy" to violate a
civil statute that did not even apply to the NSC.

After the White House promised
"full cooperation" and shipped off
all its secrets to the Iran-Contra
committee, 011ie North marched
in, turned the tables and saved the
day.
For the first time, the American
people understood the cause of the
Nicaraguan resistance; national
opinion turned upside-down, 3-to-1
for 011ie North and against Congress. With this heaven-sent opportunity to step in, pardon
Poindexter and North, and win
another $200 million for the Contras, saving his policy and perhaps
Central America, the President
chose to do nothing.
Now, the White House is
passively acquiescing in Walsh's
case, even though his prosecution
is based on an interpretation of the
Boland Amendment that the
Jusbite Department considers absurd, and on a reading of the
separation of powers doctrine —
i.e., Congress is supreme in
foreign policy — that the White
House considers outrageous.
Timidity — it is the central failing of modern Presidnets.
That Ronald Reagan has done
many good and great things is
undeniable, but he will leave the

Presidency a weaker institution.
In eight years. Congress has run
rampant over his foreign policy;
individual members have virtually conducted their own negotiations with hostile powers, with
impunity.
The veto power has been
vitiated by the congressional tactic of forcing the President to
swallow giant appropriations bills,
and by the President's having acceded too often to staff advice that
he not veto, to "get along with
Congress."
The entire executive branch has
been brought under a special prosecutor law that Mr. Reagan
refused to veto, even though he
thought it unconstitutional. Now.
independent counsels will be
demanded by Congress and the
press every time some old executive branch official challenges
the supremacy of Capitol Hill.
"We are witnessing the selfdestruction of the Presidency as
an institution," wrote the Wall
Street Journal, in its comment
upon Ronald Reagan's failure to
protect his own. They have a point.
After his 49-state victory,
Richard Nixon was destroyed by
the collusion of a hostile Congress
and press; Gerald Ford was crippled by the same coalition for using his pardon power to prevent a
Nixon trial; and Ronald Reagan,
after his 49-state triumph, was
almost brought down by that same
coalition. However, Colonel North
and Admiral Poindexter, with
their testimony. stopped the inquisition in its tracks; now they,
too. are abandoned.

I Aktter To The Editor

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Noll
The twentieth century has not
been a good one for kings; in the
past century, many havelost their
throne,to either dictators or some
form
of
representative
governments.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Some children need help
Dear Editor:
ter knowing that the so-called "acIn this week's issue of cident" was just that. Please
Newsweek, the story of Hedda make yourself familiar with your
Nussbaum and her daughter Lisa Social Services if you need help.
breaks my heart. She was beaten Children in school showing symp•
by her adoptive father, left on the toms of abuse or neglect need to be
bathroom floor to "sleep" in a seen about. The principal of each
coma, and died 3 days later school is supposed to report these
because her mother was too afraid cases to Social Services, but I am
of her father to call for help while finding that this is not always the
he was gone.
case.
During the holiday season,
Have you seen a child with a few
families face stress and hectic bruises, unkept appearance, sudschedules and a lot of pressure. den changes in character or sudViolence in the home may become denly depressed or anxious and
more severe and dangerous for eager to please, torn clothing, or
small children. When signs of just looks hungry? Why not do that
abuse are evident, do you report it child a favor and pick up the phone
to Social Services here in Murray and call 1-800-4A-CHILD. You can
to be investigated? Lisa was sent remain anonymous and then
to school with bruises and her follow up with your local Social
teacher reported this to the prin- Services 753-5262 and make sure
cipal but this information was that this has been investigated.
never passed on to Social You need not tell your name
Services
Children cannot help
If there is abuse in the home, themselves so it is left up to the
won't you be saving the life of a adults to care for them and their
child and making for a brighter futures Thank you
future for her or him? If there is no
Jo Ann Erwin
danger at home for that child,
Route #1
that's great and you will feel betHazel, Ky. 42049

How to reach your elected officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Room 118
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
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U.S. Sen Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg
Washington, D.C. 20510
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U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg
Washington, D.C. 20515
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All U.S. Senators and Representatives may be reached by telephone
by dialing ( 2021 224-3121 where a U.S. Capitol operator will connect
you with the official of your choice.
State Sen. Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Or

Route 2, Fancy Farm, Ky. 42039
State Rep Freed Curd
State Capitol Bldg
Frankfort, Ky 40601
or
1607 Sycamore St
Murray, Ky. 42071
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The wedding of Miss Karen
Hainsworth and Keith Lorin
Johnson Jr. will be solemnized on
Tuesday, Dec. 20.
The vows will be said in the Salt
Lake Temple of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
in Salt Lake City, Utah.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Jerome C.
Hainsworth of Murray.
Mr. Johnson is the son of Keith
L. Johnson. of Atlanta, Ga., and
Mrs. Kathy Starling of Portland,
Ore.
Following the ceremony a wedding breakfast will be hosted by
the groom-elect's parents at the
Devereaux House in Salt Lake
City.
A wedding reception will be
given by the parents of the brideelect in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Blair 0. Furner, uncle and aunt of
the bride-elect, in Centerville,
Utah, the night of the wedding.
A reception will also be hosted
by the parents of the groom-elect
in Portland, Ore., on Saturday,
Jan. 7.
An open house will be hosted by
the bride-elect's parents on Tuesday, Dec. 27, from 7 to 9 p.m. at
the Hainsworth home, 501 North
Seventh St., Murray. Friends of
Karen and the family are invited.

Dean)

Dec. 5, 1988

Karen Hainsworth and
Keith Lorin Johnson Jr. to marry
The bride-elect, a graduate of
Murray High School, is a recent
graduate of Brigham Young
University where she received her
degree in elementary education.
The groom-elect attended Ricks
College and Brigham Young

University. He also fulfilled an
L.D.S. mission in El Salvador.,
Following the wedding the
bridal couple will be residing in
Portland, Ore., where the groom elect will continue his studies at
Portland State University.

Paris Road Club
holds meeting at
the Walker home

By Abigail

this procedure is available to them
as it is in Kentucky.
RUSSELL L. CROLEY,
KENTUCKY LAWYER
DEAR LAWYER: Annulling a
divorce? That was news to me.
Thanks for some valuable information.

Faustine Walker, president of
Paris Road Homemakers Club,
opened her home for the
November meeting of the club.
"Trace Minerals In Your Diet"
was the major lesson presented by
Robbie Blalock.
Topsy Brandon presented a
lesson on "Home Protection."
The devotion on "How Do You
Say Thank You" was given by
Charlene Curd.
Reports were given by Sally
Henson. Members voted to give a
conribution to support cancer
research for ovarian cancer at
University of Kentucky Medical
Center.
Mary Crutchfield conducted the
recreation. Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Walker.
Also present were Virginia
Duke, Margaret Roach and Mattie
Buster.
The club will meet Tuesday,
Dec. 13, at 11:30 a.m. at the home
of Charlene Curd. This will be a
potluck luncheon and gift
exchange.

*• *
DEAR ABBY: This letter concerns "Angry Parents," who were
upset because the welfare department named their son as the father
of a young girl's child.
1. You were correct to say that the
welfare department did not name
the boy as the father — the girl did.
2. In many states, a welfare
agency is entitled to reimbursement
for monies paid on behalf of the
child, and whoever the woman
names can and should be subject to
legal proceedings and blood testings.
Those parents should be grateful
that the blood test showed that their
son was not the father, and he will
not be liable for 18 years of child
support.
Abby, please inform your readers
that if they have a child born out of
wedlock and wish to have paternity
Mary Hopson, president of Potestablished in order to obtain a tertown
Homemakers Club,
child support order, the"; should call
presided
at the November
their local child support enforcement agency. It is usually located in meeting at Boston Tea Party,
the county attorney's office. This Holiday Inn. Present were 16
members.
legal service is provided free.
DEAR TAXPAYER, TEACHAbby, if your readers would like
"Trace Minerals in Your Diet"
ER, ETC.: Please don't bother more information, tell them to was the lesson presented by
Mary
Gov. Campbell. I checked with contact their local child support Gertzen
who
also
gave
the
the main library in Columbia, agency. We also provide free serS.C., and was told that residents vices for women men who are devotion.
Jeanette Gamster gave a lesson
of the county pay nothing for a divorced and have been unable to
on
"Time Management for
library card, but non-residents obtain court-ordered support monToday."
are charged $15 a year. The cost ies from their ex-spouse.
varies; in Beverly Hills, Calif.,
Reports were given by Kay
ALAN K. PULLEY, COCHISE
the charge is $50 a year for nonCOUNTY ATTORNEY, Carlson and Mary Moore. Music
residents who are not members
JAN WOODFILL, CHILI) and singing was led by Louise
of certain reciprocal libraries.
SUPPORT COORDINATOR, Short and Lurene Cooper. Games
BISBEE, ARIZ. were directed by Anita
Purvis.
•.•
Also present were Dolly Lorenz,
DEAF( ABBY: Let your readers
•••
know that in some states a divorce
What teen-agers need to know about Opal Emerine, Ruby Kelly, L,ottie
can be annulled, thus reinstating sex, drugs, AIDS, getting along with Hurt, Christine Collins, Lavine
the original marriage. There are their peers and parents is now in Carter, Marian Fox and Bobbie
some advantages to having a Abby's updated, expanded booklet, Cook.
divorce annulled, especially where "What Every Teen Should Know."
The club will meet Wednesday,
Send your name and address, plus
children are involved.
check or money order for $3.50 i$4 in Dec. 14, at 10 a.m. at Boston Tea
Couples wanting to annul a canadat to: Dear Abby's Teen Booklet,
divorce should consult with an P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054. Party, Holiday Inn. An exchange
of gifts will be featured.
attorney in the state where the Postage is included.
divorce was granted to find out if

scotching for answers iii all
those who,what/where questions
about your new city'
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, its my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

3
.Vercpnarsok
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 30/9
Hostess Irkgaborg Kong 492-8348
16••••..

North Fork News

By MRS. R.D. KEY

Public Library's Free Access
Stops Short at County Line

Hello
Stranger!

Meirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. editor

Persons are guests in area homes

Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: You encouraged
your readers to use and support
their public libraries, saying, "Our
libraries are filled with knowledge
and joy, and it's all there — free for
the taking."
Abby, it's not all there "free for
the taking." Near my home is a
small branch library that my
children and I visit frequently.
Recently, I needed more in-depth
information than was available in
our small library, so I went to the
main library downtown to research
further. There I was told that before
-I could check out materials from the
library, I must pay $15 for a library
card that was valid for one year!
As a teacher, I have often assigned projects requiring students
to use the public library, thinking I
was doing them a favor, not only in
requiring them to learn to use the
library, but hoping to introduce
them to the wealth of materials
available there. I never dreamed of
the financial burden I might be
putting on them! Fifteen dollars
may not seem like much, but to
single parents or poor people, $15
could be one week's grocery money.
I was appalled to learn that not all
tax-supported, public libraries were
free to everyone.
I am going to write to Gov.
Campbell about this.
A SOUTH CAROLINA
TAXPAYER,TEACHER
AND SINGLE PARENT
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Pottertown Club
has meeting with
two lessons given

Mrs. Lucille Emerson. Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Edwards of Mayfield
and Mrs. Mildred Howard from
Sedalia visited Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Jones on Monday, Nov. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Orr and
Freeman Sykes visited Mrs. Jennie Sykes on Monday.
Gwinna Gallimore visited the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes on
Thursday.
Mrs. Sue Weaver and Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Farley of South
Haven, Miss., spent Thanksgiving
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrel Wilson, Mrs.
Walter Mills of Hazel, Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Wilson and grandson of
Texas, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr of
Puryear, Tenn., and Ricky Orr of
Paris, Tenn., spent Thanksgiving
day with the Rev. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr and and son, Bryan, of
Murray.
Jerry Boyd and his girl friend,
Teresa, from Texas, Jeremy Boyd
of Maryfield and Mrs. Pauline
Boyd spent Thanksgiving day with
Mr. and Mrs. David Boyd. Jerry
also visited his mother, Mrs.
Pauline Boyd while here.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher and
sons, Chris, Jeffery and Danny,
were Saturday supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Fletcher.
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and daughter, Tabitha, met Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Dean of Center Line,
Mich., in Frankfort, and spent
Thanksgiving weekend together.
The Rev. Malcolm Norton

visited in my home on Tuesday
afternoon.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Jenkins and son,
Adam, Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
Jenkins, Mallorie and Blake
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller,
Terry Lee Orr and friend, Ted,
from Ohio, were supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins for
Thanksgiving.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Smith and
children of Louisville visited Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Holley last
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and
son, Matthew were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. David Peeler on
Sunday.
Mrs. Jennie Sykes was admitted
to Henry County Medical Center.
Paris, Tenn., on Wednesday. She
was treated and returned home
Sundy. Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes,
Bryan and Amanda Sykes, the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes, the
Rev. and Mrs Jerry Lee, Mr. and
Mrs. Hulie Hastings, Myrtle Rose
Hill, Judy McGhee, Mitch Sykes,
Peggy McCree, Lilburn Martin,
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Summers, Mr.
and Mrs. Lilburn Parker, Betty
Roberson, Mrs. Ruby George and
daughter, the Rev. Joe Walker,
the Rev. Fil Boston, the Rev. Roy
Davis, the Rev. Cecil Brewer,
J.W. Calloway and Mrs. Betty
Johnson visited her in the hospital.
Susan Lee, Tabitha Lee and
Matthew Sykes spent the day with

Murray AAUW
to meet Tuesday
at Herron home
Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women
will meet Tuesday, Dec. 13, at 7
p.m. in the home of Ann Herron.
Mary Curtis Taylor will present
a musical program on "Women In
the Arts: Music, Art and
Theatre."
Members are reminded to bring
Christmas gifts for men and
women to be given to patients at
Western State Hospital.
Hostesses will be Miss Herron,
Marilyn Willis, Donna Gossum
and Holly Bloodworth.
Jane Rogers, president, was
hostess for the November meeting
at her home.
Mrs. Rogers announced that
Ann Herron, Irma La Follette,
Tina Ratterree and Jo Cleta
Williams will serve on National
Women's History Week.
Roberta Garfield, MSN, CRNP,
was the featured speaker. She
talked about "Aides" to inform
the public of the facts and myths
regarding the disease as well as
the historical perspective and
social reactions to Aides.
Dr. Jo Lovett of Educational
Foundation Project of Scholarships urged the membership to
participte in a fund-raising event
to support the project. It was suggested that Murray Branch sponsor a theatrical event for the
public to attend.
Hostesses were Marian Posey.
Paula Hulick, Margaret Terhune
and Mrs. Rogers.

Now $219.00
Reg S349 00
The Debutante-Machin*
Model 6212
5 Popular stitcnes • Built-in
buttonholer• Drop-in bobbin
• Adjusts to various fabric
thicknesses• Free arm for
sewing sleeves• Built-in
carrying handle

Murray
Sewing Center
Bel-Au Center/753-5323
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sundays 1-5

SINGER
•••010410
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SINGER
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•A Trademark c'
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Caton!) and carry •,g
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extra on toi models

•COMING*
Dec. 16 Tequila Sunrise
Dec. 16 Scrocoged
Doc. 23 Oliver I. Co
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Weight Loss Pill
Approved for
U.S.Gov't.Patent
'Lazy Way to Lose Weight
Already Sweeping U.S.
RI-.V FAL) HILLS. t. A I Special t
An amazing new weight loss pill called
"fat-magnet- has'recentiv been developed and perfected th two prominent
doctors at a world famous hospital
Los Angeles that reportedly "guaran
tees- ou steady fat- loss and calorie
reduction hy simply taking their tested
and proven new pill.
the lf.S. government has just apprt ed the doctors claims Its- a hard -to-get
patent that confirms "there has newt:
been anything like their fai-bonding pu
process before.- It is a total It new malt.,
scientific breakthrough and is revolutionizing the weight loss indastn,.
"Wu Can -Eat Normally"
Best of all. "you can contintie to
eat .sour favorite foods and you don't
have to change sour normal calliq!
habits. You can start Ii'sing tat and
reduce calories from the very first dav.
until )ou achieve the ideal weight •ti
desire without e‘ercisingFlushes Fat (hit of Body
The 110A pill is appiopt iatel called
the "fat-inagnet- pill because it breaks
into thousands of particles, each :Kiting
like a tiny magnet. "attracting- and
trapping many times as size in undigested kit particles. Then. all the t rapped
fat and calories are nanuall -Rushedright out of your Fiotl because thev
cannot be absorbed.
\11thin 2 davs von should mon,.
change in the colt a- of visa siis ii. caused
11) the tat particles being eliminated
-Automatically" Lose Fat
Aco wding work:4)1 the imenit
1)1.
\\, illiain Shell. heart speL i,ilist and
.tssociale professor iii medicine ai
-CLA medical schus il the ne‘k Lti bonding process is a
iii
lose weight because the pills alone
automatical v reduce t.
eliminating chetatv fat It is !lilt', sa:.•
mid not a drug:
he tat-magnet
.1R• alicad)
s‘kceping
L'outitt \‘ith vlo./14 111.2
.'ports i il keighl loss Ii''ii liii siLl
Act‘/14 cight pcoplc in all alls, life
vAlio arc
and
wow attractite again
Noss A‘ailable to Itic Public
‘i)ii arc
mg to los,' 20. 511. 100
pounds iii more. plti A. an little'
suppl Art !hest:
sti .
ces%tul fat-inapict pills duct from the
doctors. c‘Aitisi‘c nianulat.luier iuif
include-. 11)114110 c alone iedia to in
plan for es en hotel results t Send 's20
tor a 90 pill sUpl 1 • ; handling
S.;5 tot
suppl) I • 's.; handling).
to: Fat Ntagnet. 40I6 ‘‘ilshire Bit&
Ikpt.WH26.Bc‘crl hills.C.A 00211.

l'nconditional maney-hack guarantee if not Nock satisfied. Vis,i.
MasierCaid and Anal Kan L‘piess
OK. ISend card number. e‘pue date,
and signature. t For fastest
credit card orders(
Y call anytime
24 hours. loll tree 1181K)) 527-97911.
cst WH26.

Quality Dry Cleaning & Shirt Laundering
Mon., Tues.& Wed. Special

Pro Visiwod Movies $10 • Tok

STARTS FRI., DEC. 16
Scroogiad (P0-13)
• BIN Murray

alb

2-Piece
Suit
19

$3

Iron Eagle II(po)
Gossett, Jr.

3-Piece
Suit

Be Sure to Visit

Bargain
Basement!!

New Doctors Discover;

753 3314 1008 CHESTNI

*Louis

CORN-AUSTIN'S

the Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Saturday. They visited me in the
afternoon.
Visitors of Mrs. Tina Paschall
and new baby boy in MurrayCalloway County Hospital, and
husband and father, Steve, were
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes, Mrs.
Joetta Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Kaminski, Carlie B. Paschall,
Mrs. Ray Glover and the Rev.
Malcolm Norton.
I woulld like to wish everyone a
Merry Christmas and a Happy
Prosperous New Year.

NAKED (P0-13)
GUN
.
3...

Ernest

$369
No Limit
F whites 12 14 Pr

INDS THUIll

1111114%

Christmas FIF
MINIVAIS
3 MIN • A 111•111Y •WILLOW
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Cheri Theatre Lobby

One HOUR
cLeaneRs
Two Drive-in
L9cations
Central Center 753-9525
715 So. 12th St.
759-4130

Shirts
Laundered
to perfection

85e 5 $379
La or

for

ALL WEEK
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Corning community events are listed
Monday,Dec. 12
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky will meet at 7 p.m. in
basement classroom, Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
————
West Kentucky Lupus Association will meet at 7 p.m. in
Classroom 2, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
————
PAL (Purchase Aides Link) will
meet at 7 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. For information call 1-444-2685.
————
North Calloway Elementary
School will have its skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray.
—
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, Benton. For information
call 759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church Women will
meet at 7:15 p.m. in the home of
Marcia Dillon.
————
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
————
Bible Class (nondenominational) is scheduled at 7 p.m. at
New Life Christian Center.
————
Children's Activities and Ladies
Exercise will be at 6 p.m. at Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
————
Illuminaries will be lighted on
Olive Boulevard by residents
tonight.
————
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at the home of Cathy Young, 2000
Edinborough.

BRID

GIFT,4*

RI XiISTRY
We are pleased to
announce that Gwendolyn Bailey, brideelect of Ronnie Pruitt,
has made her domestic
and houseware selections from our bridal
registry.
Gwendolyn and Ronnie will be married
Dec. 31, 1988.

Monday,Dec. 12
Jackson Purchase Audubon
Society will meet at 7 p.m. at the
home of Dick and Jane Hutson,
Paducah. For information call
1-442-2057
————
Basketball games of freshmen
and junior varsity boys between
Murray High and Calloway County High will be at Jeffrey gym at
Calloway at 6 p.m.
————
Murray High School Junior Varsity and Varsity Girls' basketball
teams will host Heath at 6 p.m.
MHS Band will play.
————
Tuesday, Dec. 13
South Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at 11 a.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of Memorial Baptist Church.
————
Paris Road Homemakers Club
will meet at 11:30 a.m. in the home
of Charlene Curd.
————
Group I of Christian Women's

Tuesday, Dec. 13
Fellowship will meet at 10 a.m. in
the home of Rainey Apperson.
————
Christian Women's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at church.
————
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. in cafeteria of Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Prayer Coffee for Murray Christian Women's Club will be at 9:30
a.m. at home of Susan Breeding,
105 North 16th St.
————
Experimental Aircraft Association's Chapter 920 will meet at 7
p.m. at Kyle-Oakley Airport. For
information call 759-9451.
————
Carter and Robertson Elementary Schools will have a skating
party from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus

DATEBOOK
Gospel concert Tuesday
The Florida Boys will appear in a gospel concert on Tuesday, Dec. 13,
at 6:30 p.m. at Fairview Baptist Church, 114 Memorial Dr., Paris, Tenn.
The Tennesseans from Bruceton, Tenn., also will be featured at the concert. There is a large seating capacity at the church and there is no admission charge.

Pacers Club plans luncheon
The Pacers Homemakers Club will have a special Christmas luncheon
on Wednesday, Dec. 14. at 12 noon at The Shiley House at Benton. All
members are urged to note the place for this holiday meeting.

Rizpah Temple to make pictures
Pictures will be made for the Rizpah Temple History Book on Friday,
Dec. 16, from 4 to 9 p.m. at the Holiday Inn, Murray. All Shriners of Murray and Calloway County are urged to participate and to be at the Inn on
Friday for the picture taking session.

Tabers will undergo surgery
Michael E. Tabers, formerly of Murray, will undergo his fourth
surgery for reconstruction of his face, this week at Wilmington, N.C. He
was injured in February 1987 when he was shot by a burglar as he
entered his apartment while living in Oklahoma City, Okla., where he
was in mortuary school. He is now working at a funeral home in Wilmington. He is the son of Marilyn Tabers and Earl Tabers of Murray.
Friends and relatives may send him cards to Michael E. Tabers, 2736 D
South 17th, Cobblestone Cond., Wilmington, N.C. 28403.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Russell Davidson of Murray and Rick Tedder of Farmington
from Lourdes; Myrtle Miller, Lowry Sumner and James Templeton, all
of Murray, from Western Baptist.

d

NEW MANAGEMENT
Suits, Plain Dresses

Trousers, Skirts (Pleats Extra),
Sweaters, Sportcoats

WAI:MART

1250 each
shins 5/'2"

$"

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Bel-Air Laundry &
Cleaners
Hours 7-6 Mon -Fn , 8-6 Sat

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-6

Bel-Air Center

753-5242

9-6 Sun

cordially invites you to thJr

Christmas Open House
Thursday, December 15
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Refreshments will be served
1304 Chestnut St.
(next to Subtly's)
759-1074

Outof
IISMOSS
01
0 Off Already Discounted Prices
5

'Shop early while supply is good
'Treat yourself to a new pair of shoes this Christmas

Ramsey Discount Shoes
East Side Court Square

753-3120
•

Tuesday,Dec. 13
Skating of Murray.
————
Single Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela at 753-7638 or
Paul at 753-7351.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Larry Seay's Market at Lynnville from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Tri
City Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m. Blood presstre, pulse, vision
and glaucoma screening and
cancer colon kits will be offered.
Alzheimer's Support Group will
have a Christmas party for patients and family members at 4:30
p.m. in board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call
753-9303.
Events at Calloway County
Public Library will include
Parents and Twos at 9:30 a.m. and
Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30
p.m.
Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House,
223 West South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
————
Calloway County High School
Lakers will play a basketball
game at Christian County High
School.
Murray High School Football
Banquet will- be at 6:30 p.m. in
school cafeteria.
————
Alcoholics Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Murray Branch of AAUW will
meet at 7 p.m. at home of Ann
Herron.
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Mothers' Morning Out at 9 a.m.
and Waters/Doran, Bessie Tucker
and Maryleona Frost Circles at
9:30 a.m.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m. and Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m.
————
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Rebecca Whittaker at 2 p.m. with
Velma Wisehart; Louella Beddoe
at 7 p.m. with Carla Rexroat.
————
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
————
A Social Security representative
will be at Calloway Public Library
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
————
The Florida Boys and The Tennesseans will present a gospel concert at 6:30 p.m. at Fairview Baptist Church, 114 Memorial Dr.,
Paris, Tenn. Admission is free.
Wednes- day,
- Dec. 14
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Douglas Centers. Free blood
pressure checkes will be from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Center.
————
Homemakers Clubs will meet as
follows: Pottertown at 10 a.m. at
Boston Tea Party at Holiday Inn;
South Pleasant Grove at 11 a.m. at
Golden Corral; Harris Grove at
Penney's parking lot at 11 a.m. to
go to Hardin; Pacers at 12 noon at
The Stllley House at Benton
————
Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Uncle Joe's Discount Store,
Dover, Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m.

Wednesday,Dec. 14
Ladies' day events at Murray
Country Club will be bridge at 9:30
a.m. and luncheon at 11:45 a.m
————
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will
play bridge at 9:30 a.m. with Mary
Montgomery as hostess.
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
————
Panet discussion on "The Impact of the Vietnam War on
American Society" will be at 7:30
p.m. in Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
————
Student art exhibit of Graphic
Design by BS candidate Rose Rubsam will be on display today
through Dec. 21 in Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
————
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK at 5 p.m.
and Choir at 6:30 p.m.
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-week Bible Study, business meeting, GAs
and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs,
RAS and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Youth Handbells at 5:30
p.m.: Children's Choir Program
at 8:30 p.m.; Beginners' Sign
Language Class at 7:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————
Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:50 p.m.; Super dinner and
Christmas program at 5:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir at 7:30 p.m.

Murray -Calloway County
Ministerial Association will meet
at 1:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Genesis 2 at 10
am.; Youth Choir at 6 p.m.; RCM
and Genesis 2 at 7:30 p.m.
————
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Members present lessons at meeting
of Harris Grove Club at Ellis Center
Members and guests of Harris
Grove Homemakers Club met at
Ellis Community Center for their
November meeting.
Lessons were presented as
follows:
•, Lena Jones — landscape
notes saying "in the fall is the time
to fertilize shrubs and trees."
•, Nova Lee Wendt on "Trace
Minerals in Your Diet."
• Evelyn Dixon on "Management for Today's Homemaker."
Martha Wrablick on "Things
To Do To Protect Your Home."
Maxine Nance demonstrated
"How To Make Rose Buds Using
Narrow Ribbons and also a
Christmas Tree Ornament using
Material."
An auction was held among club
members

Margaret Taylor, president,
presided. The devotion on
"Thanksgiving" was by Katherine
Ray.
Mrs. Taylor read a thank you
note from West View Nursing
Home thanking the club for lap
throws made for the patients.
Present were 14 members and
three guests who became new
members — Carolyn Carroll,
Melva Cooper and Quava
Honchul.
Refreshments were served by
Anna Lou Jones and Julie
,Tanecek.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Dec. 14, at 11 a.m. at JCPenney
parking lot to go to Hardin for the
Christmas luncheon and exchange
of gifts.
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South Pleasant Grove Homemakers
meet at Hart home; party is planned
Beauton Hart opened her home
for the November meeting of
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club. Donna
Jackson was cohostess.
A lesson on "Time Management" was presented by Delyghte
Humphreys who also read a
newsletter on "Home Protection."
Mrs. Jackson gave a demonstration on making ribbon and fabric
flowers.
A report wasmade on area
homemakers day. Blue, red and
white ribbons were awarded for

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT. We are an old
couple. 89 and 90. For some time now
we both seem to have problems with
water constantly dripping from our
noses and an abundance of saliva. Is
this yet another consequence of old
age'
DEAR READER Watery nasal discharge is usually a sign of nose and sinus irritation. When air, containing
particles of smoke or dust or pollen, is
drawn into the nose, the irritating
substances cause the nasal membranes to react The most common reaction, as we've all experienced, is a
flood of watery mucus. I suppose this
is nature's way of trying to wash
away the offending pollutant
Therefore, copious nasal discharge
is often a consequence of inhalational
allergies, such as hay fever, or exposure to environmental pollution, such
as smoke and smog An allergist could
help you identify the cause of your nasal problem

NOW OPEN
WEEKNIGHTS
TILL 8:00 P.M.

VIttl

•oft

Mon.-Fri.

9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. t
I

Saturday

9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

APlacelbDiswvet

'1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

BEL AIR CENTER

Sunday

Wednesday,Dec. 14
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Wesley Foundation Lunch
at 11:30 a.m.
————
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Wesleyan and
Ruth Wilson at home of Barbara
Erwin at 6:30 p.m.; Hannah with
Mary Ellen DeB'oer at 7 p.m.

handmade craft items by Mrs.
Jackson, Iuta Hutson, Jane Key
and Mrs. Humphreys.
Clovis Brown gave the devotion
from Philippians 4:6.
Also present were Brenda Erwin, Estelle C-ooch, luta Hutson,
Clovis Jones, Jane Key and Linda
Workman.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Dec. 14, at 11 a.m. at Golden Corral for a Christmas party. Each
member is to bring a grab bag
gift.
Excessive saliva, on the other hand,
frequently results from foreign material in the mouth. The most common
source of this material is dentures
and bridgework that stimulate the
salivary glands to over-produce. If
you have dentures ask your dentist
about this.
DEAR DR. GOTT- I sent 81 for one
of your health reports. As yet, I have
received no health report, although
my check cleared the bank two
months ago also, on another occasion,
I received a health report different
from the one I requested. Are you
having a problem or something'
DEAR READER: I apologize to
readers who have experienced a delay
in receiving their health reports.
There are several reasons why this
can occur and I have been assured
that every effort is being made to
up. I would appreciate
speed thi
hearing fr
y reader who does not
receive his or her order within a reasonable time I take this issue very seriously and will pay personal attention to any reader who continues to
have problems Remember when
writing for your health report to order by title.
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We're getting buried with
litter and pollution.
Give your country a little
pick-up. It'll help us all get
out from under.
Give a Hoot. Don't Pollute.

Forest Service-USDA
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY wOlFF
"The best thing we can do is to make
LEAD WITH THE ACES
wherever we're lost in look as much
like home as we can."
12128
South holds
— Christopher Fry.
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Calloway County Library volunteers Elsie Parker (left) and Madelyn Melton spent Friday afternoon selling
copies of "A Potpourri of Calloway County" in the downtown branch of People Bank. Dmida Waldrop took a
look at the collection of photographs compiled by the volunteers, now selling for $35 at the public library.

The way out of the maze is to
draw only two rounds of trumps and
cash only two of dummy's diamonds. Now it's safe to draw the
rest of the trumps, discarding dummy's blocking high diamond. This
careful timing allows South to win
five tricks in each of his long suits,
enough to make the game and end
the rubber
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Donna Herndon (left), director of alumni affairs at Murray State University, reviews scholarship guidelines
with Dr. Joseph and Juanita Miller of Benton. Friends of the Millers have established an honorary scholarship
in their name at the university. It is designated for pre-med and nursing students from Calloway and Marshall
counties. Additional information about the scholarship fund may be obtained by contacting the office of Alum•
ni Affairs at Murray State, (502) 762-3737.

Scholarship set up at MSU
A scholarship to benefit Murray
State University students entering
the health care professions has
been established in honor of Dr.
Joseph R. and Juanita Crowe
Miller of Benton.
Friends of the couple made the
initial gifts to the scholarship fund
in recognition of the Miller's contributions to medicine.
The $500 annual award is
designated for junior and senior
level students from Marshall and
Calloway counties majoring in
pre-medicine or nursing at Murray State. The MSU Alumni
Association is being asked to administer the scholarship.
A native of Calloway Courtly,
Miller is the son of the late Dr. and
Mrs. E.W. Miller of Hazel. He
graduated from Hazel High School
in 1929 and earned a B.S. degree in
organic chemistry at Murray
State in 1933.
Miller taught at Hazel High
School from 1933-36, then worked
as a detail salesman for a drug
company until entering the
University of Louisville medical
school in 1938. He was a member
of Alpha Omega Alpha medical
honor society and graduated with
honors in 1942.
He served as a major in the U.S.
Army medical corps from 1942-46
and began his medical practice in
Benton in 1946. Miller formally
retired in 198.5 but maintains a
limited practice.
Juanita Crowe Miller was born
in Stanton in Powell County. Orphaned at an early age, she grew
up in the Masonic Widows and Orphans Home in Louisville.
She attended Berea College and
married Joseph Miller in 1942.
Married for 46 years, the couple
has two sons, Dr. Stephen T.
Miller. a professor at the University of Tennessee Medical Center in
Memphis, Tenn., and Joseph R.
Miller II, executive vice president
of Madisonville Realty Company.
Tax-deductible contributions to

Hog market
report listed

the Miller scholarship fund may
be made by contacting the Office
of Alumni Affairs, fourth floor,

Sparks Hall, Murray State
Univeristy, Murray, Ky., 42071,
(5021 762-3737.

Vulnerable. Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South West
East
North
Pass
1•
Pass
2 NT
3•
Pass
3+
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Heart queen

North
Pass
All pass
Hope to
diamond

Send bridge questions to The Am, PO Box
12363 Dallas. Texas 75225, with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply

Volunteer.
WERE FiGHTING FOP
10L112 LIFE

•

American Heart tip
Association

MHS Calendar
Monday,Dec. 12
Freshmen and JV Boys at CHS/6 p.m.; JV and Varsity Girls host
Heath/6 p.m. Band will play.
•
Tuesday, Dec. 13
Football Banquet/Cafeteria/6:30 p.m.; State Drama Finals/WKU.
Wednesday Dec. 14
State Drama Finals Continue; Activity Period: Black History
Committee, FBLA, HI-Y, TRI-ALPHA.
Thursday Dec. 15
FBLA Christmas Party/6 p.m.; Freshmen Boys at Mayfield/4:15
p.m.
Friday,Dec. 16
Black and Gold Distributed; Varsity Boys and Girls at CCHS; Pep
Assembly/6th period 1:00-1:45 p.m.; 7th period 1:50-2:30 p.m.
Saturday Dec. 17
Student Council Winter Dance: WSJP No. 268/David Gish.
Sunday,Dec. 18
Reception for Mr. Jeffrey/MRS Foyer/2-4 p.m.; St. Leo's
Dinner/4:30-6 p.m./Cafeteria.
Monday,Dec. 19
Freshmen Boys at Lone Oak/6 p.m.; Drawing for Perfect Attendance; $50 Gas Certificate/Lovett Bros. Serv. Sta.; $50 Savings
Bond/Peoples Bank: $50 Savings Bond/Bank of Murray.
Tuesday Dec. 20
First Semester Finals Schedule, Periods 0, 2, 4, 5, 6; Faculty
Meeting/3:05.
Wednesday,Dec. 21
First Semester Finals Schedule, Periods 1, 3, 7; Fist Semester-2nd
9-Weeks End; Lyon County Basketball Tournament, MRS vs. Lyon
County/6 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 22
Lyon County Basketball Tournament Continues, MRS. vs. Lyon
County/7:30 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 23
Lyon County Basketball Tournament Continues, MRS vs Providence/11 a.m.
Saturday, Dec.24
WSJP No. 270/Wege Rushing.
Sunday, Dec.25
Christmas Day.
28-30
MRS Boys at Christian County Basketball Tournament.

Get A

Year End
ins
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From Your Good Neighbor Chevy Star

TOAST THE SEASON
At the Comfort Inn Island Suites on Jekyll Island.
*
'Breakfast Buffet every morning

'49
3 Days/2 Nights
per person
double occupano

Package Includes:
*Ocean Suite with kitchenette or
private whirlpool overlooking
the ,Atlantic

*Social Hour each evening
*A day's bike rental
*Historic Millionaire's Village Tour
'Bottle of champagne upon arrival
mons
Conner
Inn

Island Suites
ii ReatMieu Dr
feloII 1,1 hA

912/635-2211

pussies's:ley Bilti,SOuth Advertovng I Plot, <,
SAPCO

Wlv

You Buy Any Chevy S-10 Pickup
$500 Cash Back On
All '89 S-10 Pickups

.prosl rale, '
,
ANNseek rald,
luded

Ofbrooss 2/it/N

If you haven't received your new Murray
South Central Bell Directory,or need additional
copies,call toll free 1-800-422-1955,and
we'll put the whole town at your fingertips!

South Central Bell
Yellow rages

NO EXTRA •Chrome Side Rails
CHARGE •Tailgate Protector

'Ran mstsed I,assal
ISSISA Is, WA n,Is
wr,sr .harigs tor lalvr•
.01 rnermst
,

Your New
South Central
Bell Directory
IsHerd

PlOwslAble
Soo florslos Dscasiler
11811 Nosboky Panama Area Ms blorbse Report
IsebeflosI Bayliss ShaidessIe.rs4p
*ONO.Ese
IIIIburreess & 0111s fully 1 OS blabs, Moo .20.ISO
Weber.
1111.6•111.71
US 11 MIS/OS lbs.
US 1.1 1110-2111 lbs.
WIJO MAO
• 1.11 MOS Nes.
111111.11&1111.511
VS
11104711 lbs.
111111.1111411.011
lbews
US 1.1 1711-11110
11111.411-14.01
US II 1110416 lbs.
111.81114.4111
UN 1 2 41111.11411
MAO Ude
US 1.1 BM sod up
111.1111.14.01 few So rpm
US I. 11124/5 lbs.
1121.110-22A11
Soars NI.11&14.1111
Na•

Today's game looks like a claimer for 10 top tricks. That's what one
South thought. and he proceeded
quickly to blow the game.
South rued the second heart and
started trumps. East discarded on
the second round but South wasn't
worried — his trumps were bigger
than West's. After drawing the
trumps, South went after the diamonds with poor results. The suit
was blocked; there were no entries
to his hand and South took eight winners instead of 10.
Should South try to cash dummy's
high diamonds before drawing all
the trumps? That won't work either.
West ruffs the third diamond and
the defenders get a heart, two clubs
and a diamond ruff.

•J 95
K52
•A 4
•J 8 7 3 2

East
South
West
1
Pass
2•
2V
Pass
4
ANSWER: Diamond ace
beat four hearts with a
ruff.

Total Savings up to $240
ith Preferred
Equipment Group Discount and Cash Back!
Option savings based on M SRI' of Preferred Equipment Group pat k ages vs options purchased separately Cash
back available when you buy and take delivery of any '89 S-10 from dealer stock by January 8. 1989 No extra charge
options offers available through December 31. 1988. No extra charge offer available at participating dealers only

Good
tNeighbor
'Chevy
Stars

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
Murray, KY
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Racers double Rams, 102-51
By DAVID RAMEY*
Sports Writer
The Murray State Racers took out some frustrations Saturday evening in Racer Arena, and the unfortunate victim was Texas Wesleyan.
The Racers crushed the Rams 102-51, snapping
their two-game losing streak, and upping their
record to 4-2.
"I was pleased with the effort tonight," Racer
coach Steve Newton said. "Our guys had great
defensive intensity and played extremely well
together."
Jeff Martin led the way for MSU with 32 points, including a perfect 13-for-13 from the free throw stripe
to tie a school record. Don Mann had 13, including
seven assists, and Chris Ogden had 12 points and
pulled down 14 rebounds, ten in the first half Paul
King also had 12 points.
Rodney Nobles led Texas Wesleyan with 20 points,
and added 11 reunds. Rode11 Smith had 15 for the
Rams.
"We've had a couple of disappointing losses,
Martin said. "I think this game here was a big upper
for us."
"Against Louisville, it left a bitter taste in our
mouths, because we knew the final score didn't indicate how the game went," Mann said. "We had to
have this one to get our confidence back."
The Racers never trailed as they jumped out to an
8-0 lead, with Martin hitting two field goals, King
knocking in a 3-pointer. and Linzie Foster tossing in
a free throw. Wesleyan got as close as six, at 10-4.
But the Racers scored 13 straight points as the Racer
defense forced turnovers which turned into easy
buckets. After jumping out to a 23-4 advantage, the
Racer lead was cut to nine with 605 remaining in the
first half, but MSU outscored the Rams 20-5 to close
out the first half.

1

el' I'1

TV:XAS WESLE V AN (51)
Kalbfleisch 14 0-0 2. Nobles 7.11 6-10 30, crLson 1-4 0-0 2. Jormson 1-9 2-2 5
Gordon 1-3 0-1 2, Smith 5-13 1-2 15. Saladln 1-2 0-0 2, Harris 0-6 1-21. Mailer.
0-1 0-00, McCaskill 1 20-1 2 Totals 18-58 10-1851
MIL(II,BAV STATE(In)
Martin 9-15 13-13 12. Ogden 6-11 0-0 12. Foster 1-3 1-23. Mann 4-10 2-4 13.
King 4-8 2-2 12. Robbins 1-2 0-0 3, Cothran 0-1 4-4 4. Brooks 3-3 1-2 7,
Overstreet 0-0 0-1 0. Land 4-4 0-0 8. Gold 1-2 4-4 6. Wendt 0-1 0.00. Jones 1 1
0.02 Totals 34-61 27-32 102
Halftime score—Murray St 49, Texas Wesleyan 25 5-point goals—Texas
Wesleyan 5-19 (Smith 4-9. Johnson 1-6. Kalbfleisch 0-2, Harris 0-1. McCaskill 0-1)1. Murray St 7-15 Mann 3-8. King 2-3. Robbins 1-1, Martin
I-3)
Fouled out— none. Rebounds—Texas Wesleyan 31 (Nobles 111, Murray St.
43 (Ogden 14 Assists—Texan Wesleyan 11 Johnson 4 ). Murray St 23
Mann 71
Total fouls—Texas Wesleyan 22 Murray St
18
Tecluilcal —Nobles
A-3.100 est

Any chance of Wesleyan jumping back in it ended
when the Racers scored the first 15 points of the second half. Newton emptied the bench with all but two
Racers scoring, as they reached the century mark
when Mike Land converted a Mitch Cothran miss for
a 101)-47 lead.
"We had to do the defensive work to get them out of
their rhythm, because they're an up-tempo team,"
Newton said. "We asked our guys to make their
defense their offense, and get into the transition
game. We were able to create steals and turnovers
and get into a pretty good position to get good shots
at the hoop."
"We were more worried about defense," Martin
said. "Winning starts with defense, and we've worked on defense-eff-week. We wanted to go out in the
man-to-man and just play."
"We knew we had to challenge them," Ogden said.
"We were going to play man-to-man, and that's the
kind of defense we like to play. And in order for us to
do it, we had to prove we could. We had to pick up our
intensity level."
(Cont'd on page 9)
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'Beat goes on' for Lady Racers

IV

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
The beat goes on.
Behind 24 points from Sheila
Smith, the Murray State Lady
Racers ran their record to 6-0 with
a 91-71 thumping of Cumberland
College Saturday in Racer Arena.
"I'm pleased with the win,"
Lady Racer coach Bud Childers
said. "This was one of those
games that you really fear. We

tC
1

had a lot to lose, and nothing to
gain. I'm just glad we won."
Michelle Wenning tossed in 16
with freshman Angie Waldon getting into double figures for the
first time in her college career
with 11. Melissa Huffman came off
the bench to toss in 10.
Lacritia Wilson and Lacresha
Cotton led Cumberland, now 7-3,
each tossing in 14. Stephanie
Webster had 11, while Lisa Hall

chipped in 10.
The teams battled back and
forth early, with MSU finally getting some breathing room when
Smith hit two buckets to give the
Lady Racers a five point lead at
22-17. Cumberland stayed close,
but MSU took a 10-point lead when
Wenning hit a baseline jumper
with just over a minute left in the
first half. Two Lady Bulldog
(Cont'd on page 9)

Miami Heat reacning
By HAI.BOCK
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Break up the
Miami Heat, before it's too late.
Unless something is done fast,
this team will tear up the NBA
record book. It doesn't seem fair.
Other franchises drift along for
years, making less impact from
one season to the next than those
hot shots from Miami have made
in 16 short games

You win a few, you lose a few
and it all adds up to the Phoenix
Suns or San Antonio Spurs or
Washington Bullets. Mediocrity
catches the attention of no one.
But string the losses together
the way Miami has, with no wins
marring the landscape, and bingo,
you're the stuff of legend, with
your very own line in the record
book.
The Heat made it into history

College basketball

'Scoring machine'
keys Brown's 300th
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Dale Brown reached a milestone coaching victory, thanks to the work
of a freshman scoring machine.
Chris Jackson scored 53 points — most in the Southeastern Conference
in 16 years — to lead Louisiana State to a 111-101 victory over Florida
and hand Brown his 300th victory.
Brown, in his 17th season as a coach, all at LSU, lifted his record to
300-183.
It was the conference opener for both the Gators, picked by many to
win the SEC crown, and Tigers, picked to finish in the second division.
In action against outsiders Saturday, Kentucky snapped a two-game
losing streak with a 78-60 victory over Western Carolina. Mississippi
State stopped Mercer 74-63, Georgia beat Augusta College 100-84,
Auburn remained unbeaten with a 109-81 triumph over Texas Southern
and Kansas State beat Vanderbilt 71-62.
Only one game is on tonight's agenda in the SEC — Augusta at
Alabama. On Tuesday Mississippi meets Arkansas at Memphis and
Mississippi State entertains new Orleans. The third conference game of
the season comes up Wednesday night when Auburn visits Vanderbilt. In
the only other SEC game this season, Tennessee won at Ole Miss *4-76 on
Nov. 28.
"Early in the game my shot was falling," Jackson said. -Coach
Brown kept telling me to-shoot and I just followed instructions. When
you're hot, you feel like you can't miss. That's the way I felt tonight."
Jackson scored 15 of his points in the final seven minutes when the
Tigers withstood a torrid Florida rally. It was the most points scored in
the SEC since Florida's Tony Miller had 54 against Chicago State in 1972.
"I don't think Houdini could have made as many shots as Jackson did
down the stretch," Brown said.
Jackson's total was the most in a conference contest since Tennessee's
Tony White had 51 against Auburn in 1987 and it was the most ever
scored against Florida. bettering by two the number former LSU great
and all-time collegiate scoring leader Pete Maravich had against the
Gators in 1970.
Jackson hit 16 of 29 shots and 16 of 17 free throws. Ricky Blanton added
25 points and 13 rebounds for the Bengals, 3-2 overall. Livingston Chat.
manscored 28 and Dwayne Schintzius 25 for Florida, which fell to 3-4
with its third loss in a row.
LeRon Ellis led Kentucky, 3-4. with 19 points and Richie Farmer added
15, including three 3-point baskets in a 19-6 run in the first half. Bennie
Goettie tallied 26 for Western Carolina, 1-3.
Alec Kessler had 32 points and 19 rebounds, both career highs, to lead
Georgia, 4-2, over Augusta, 1-3. Litterial Green added 19 points and
Patrick Hamilton 18 for the Bulldogs and Vincent Jackson led Augusta
with 24.
Chancellor Nichols scored 16 to lead Mississippi State, 3-1, over
Mercer, 2-2, in a game played on a neutral floor at Albany, Ga. Chris
Phillips led the Bears with 17 points
Steve Henson's career-high 27 carried Kansas State, 4-1, over Vanderbilt, 2-5. Barry Goheen paced the Commodores with 12 points.
Matt Geiger scored 28 points and had 15 rebounds in leading Auburn,
4-0, over Texas Southern, 2-5. Charles Price scored 23 for Southern.
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Murray State's Pope Jones releases a shot from among four Ram defenders during Saturday's 102-51 win.
Staff photo by David !tante%

record heights as notorious losers

the other night, putting up token
resistance in a 111-88 blowout
against the Chicago Bulls. That's
16 games and 16 losses. No team in
NBA history has ever lost that
many in a row at the start of a
season, much less the start of a
franchise.
Could this be a plot, a cynical
bid for attention? Who's going to
remember the first-year Dallas
Mavericks or Cleveland

Cavaliers. They won now and
then, a game here, a game there,
15 for the season. Not Miami. This
Heat wave is already preserved
for posterity.
And there are still 66 games to
go.
Rory Sparrow, one of the few
veterans on the roster, offered
some perspective on the situation.
"When you look at a building,"
he said, "the architect gets all the

credit, not the blue-collar workers
who put it up. Down the road, this
team will win and they'll forget all
about us, the ones who suffered the
agony of 0-16."
Like Miami's record, the loss to
Chicago was almost perfect. The
Heat fell behind after 41 seconds
and, except for two brief ties in the
next 61/2 minutes, trailed the rest
of the way — and with good
reason. The Heat shot a chilly

34-of-90 from the floor and a woeful
20-of-35 from the foul line.
Still, coach Ron Rothstein puts
up a brave facade.
"Most of our games have been
pretty competitive," he said. "Wg
won't quit. We'll keep working and
we'll get better. I've known how
difficult this league is. They're
learning."
The lessons have been harsh. If
(Cont'd on page 9)

Colonel miscues end Eastern's I-AA bid
STATESBORO, Ga. AP • —
Georgia Southem's defense had
plenty of motivation, but it took a
little help from the opposition for
the Eagles to get their shot at a
third NCAA Division I-AA football
title in four years.
The second -ranked Eagles
posted a 21-17 victory over
Eastern Kentucky in the
semifinals Saturday, gaining a
championship spot opposite Furman, which knocked off topranked Idaho 38-7. The Eagles and
Purple Paladins will journey to
Idaho for the championship game
at Pocatello Saturday night, a
game that will be televised nationally on cable I ESPN 1 at 10
p.m. EST.
The motivation came from
Eastern's Elroy Harris, one of the
division's top running backs.
The help Eastern dealt to

Southern was a pass interception
blocked punt late in the opening
in the end zone and a fumble at the
period and a 6-yard run by Frank
GSC 5.
Johnson in the third quarter four
"We kept him from hurting us minutes after Harris had given the
with the big plays," Southern Colonels a 17-14 lead with a 5-yar
d
tackle Darren Alford said of Har- scoring run.
ris. "He's the No. 1 back in I-AA,
Eastern's other scores were a
and that automatically got us fired
15-yard pass from Fields to Oscar
up for him. We did enough to keep Angulo in the opening quarter and
him from beating us."
a 41-yard field goal by James
"This was the best game ever Campbell in the second.
played at Paulson Stadium,"
Southern will carry a 12-2 record
Southern coach Erk Russell said into the championship game with
after the Eagles posted their 26th Furman, a team the Eagles beat
home field victory in a row. 44-42 in the 1985 title game,
over"Eastern Kentucky is a fine tea, coming a 28-6 third-qua
rter
the best running team we have deficit.
ever played in any division. I feel
"All we have ever asked for is a
fortunate to come out of here with chance to play just one more
time
a win."
and we 5i1VI have that chance,"
Southern's scoring came on a Russell said. "Furman is a great,
1-yard run by Ernest Johnson in solid football team and it will
be a
the first quarter, a 2-yard keeper tremendous challenge to get
ready
by Raymond Gross following a for them They knocked off
the

number one team in the country in
Idaho. They have got to be real
good to do that."
Gross ran for 152 yards on 29
carries to lead the Southern attack
and Harris ran for 155 yards on 28
attempts for the Colonels, missing
by two yards reaching the
2,000-yard mark for the season.
Eastern finished the season at
11-3.
Coach Roy Kidd was bidding for
his 200th victory in 25 years at
Eastern, but the loss left him with
a 199-74-8 record.
"We thought we could move the
ball on their defense, but our offense stopped us more than
anything else." Kidd said. "You
can't make those kinds of
mistakes and hope to beat any
team, much less a great team like
Georgia Southern."

National Football League

Fame fades for former Super Bowl teams
By BARRY WILN ER
AP Sports Writer
While four NFL teams are in the playoffs and 11 others scramble for
the remaining spots, the two Super Bowl squads of last January are
gone.
For the first time, the defending NFC and AFC champions didn't even
get into the playoffs. Super Bowl winner Washington was eliminated by
losing to gallas 20-17 Sunday. and Denver fell out when it was routed at
Seattle 42714.
As the Redskins and Broncos start thinking about rebuilding, the
Chicago Bears can celebrate their fifth straight NFC Central championship. The Bears edged Detroit 13-12 and Minnesota lost to Green Bay
18-6, giving Chicago a two-game lead with one game remaining.
San Francisco clinched at least a wild-card berth with its 30-17 victory
over New Orleans. The 49ers host the Rams next Sunday night and will
clinch the division with a victory. The Rams defeated Atlanta 22-7.
Nobody secured anything in the AFC. The Seahawks took the lead in
the West at 8-7, but must beat the Raiders in Los Angeles next week to
win the division. The Raiders lost to Buffalo 37-21 Sunday.
Houston whipped Cincinnati 41-6 and can win the AFC Central with a
victory over Cleveland next week and if the Bengals lose to Washington.
Buffalo has the best record in the AFC, 12-3, and is the East champ.
The New York Giants held their one-game lead over Philadelphia in
the NFC East with a 28-12 decision against Kansas City. The Eagles beat
Phoenix 23-17 Saturday
Also, it was New England 10, Tampa Bay 7 in overtime, and San Diego
20, Pittsburgh 14
In the other game Saturday, the New York Jets beat Indianapolis

34-16.
Tonight, Cleveland is at Miami
Cowboys 24, Redskins 17
Dallas not only ended 10 weeks of losing, it blacked out the last remaining glimmer of playoff hope for the defending champions. Michael Irvin
caught three touchdowns passes from Steve Pelluer and Washington,
7-8, committed five turnovers and gained only 24 yards on the ground in
losing for the fourth time in five games.
"It's a great win for us, but to do it in RFK Stadium against the Redskins makes it all the sweeter." said 14-year veteran Randy White.
Seahawks 42, Broncos 14
Curt Warner rushed for a team-record four touchdowns and Dave
Krieg completed 19 of 22 passes for 220 yards and two scores. The
Seahawks scored on all six of their possessions in the first three
quarters.
Warner, coming off a career-low 10-yard rushing performance at New
England last week, scored on a pair of 1-yard runs and from 13 and 12
yards. He rushed 23 times for 126 yards to go over the 1,000-yard rushing
mark for the fourth time in his six-year career.
John L. Williams rushed for 109 yards, the second time both Williams
and Warner have gone over 100 in a game this season.
Bears 13, Lions 12
Chicago's ninth straight victory over Detroit was helped by Ed Murray's missed extra point. That left the Bears room to win with a field
goal, and Kevin Butler provided it, a 32-yarder with four seconds left.
"It was a championship kick," Butler said. "It's always tough when it
comes down to that, hearing all the noise and thinking about all those
(Cont'd on page 9)
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NFL roundup...

Packers 18, Vikings 6
Green Bay has only three wins this year, two against Minnesota.
Green Bay broke a seven-game losing streak with its first win in a nonstrike game at Lambeau Field since Dec. 1, 1985. The Vikings had not
given up a touchdown in 17 quarters and had outscored opponents 167-26
during a five-game winning streak.
Perry Kemp had six receptions for 108 yards for Green Bay.
49ers 30, Saints 17
San Francisco won its fourth consecutive game as Roger Craig ran for
115 yards, Joe Montana ran for one touchdown and threw 68 yards for
another, and Mike Cofer added three field goals. New Orleans lost its
third straight and fifth in seven games after holding a two-game lead in
the NFC West just three weeks ago.
In a 21-point second quarter. Montana was 8-for-8 for 131 yards, including a 68-yard touchdown to John Taylor.
Bills 37, Raiders 21
The Raiders will win the West by beating Seattle next week, despite
dropping to 7-8. Thurman Thomas rushed for 106 yards and a score and
Robb Riddick scored on two short runs as the Bills snapped a two-game
losing streak.
A wind-chill factor of minus-14 didn't stop 77,348 fans from helping the
Bills establish an NFL one-season record for home attendance with
622,793, beating the previous mark of 622,593 set by Detroit in 1980.
Oilers 41, Bengals 6
Houston stayed alive for the division crown as Mike Rozier scored
three touchdowns and ran for 126 yards, giving him 985 in pursuit of his
first 1,000-yard season in the NFL.
Drew Hill passed 1,000 yards in receiving for the third time in four
years. He caught six passes for 97 yards and has 1,082 yards on a careerhigh 67 catches.

Giants 28, Chiefs 12
The Giants defense has given up just one touchdown in three games
The offense was paced by Mark Bavao and Joe Morris. Bavaro caught
two TD passes after grabbing just 14 passes in the last seven weeks and
scoring only two touchdowns all season. Morris rushed for a season-high
140 yards.
Nick Lowery kicked four field goals for Kansas City.
Rams 22, Falcons 7
Jim Everett threw for 303 yards and one touchdown and Mike
Lansford had three field goals and an extra point to become the Rams'
all-time scoring leader.
Lansford has 574 points in his seven NFL seasons, surpassing the mark
of 573 set by quarterback-placekicker Bob Waterfield in the early 1950s.
Patriots 10, Buccaneers 7, OT
New England had been 0-10 in overtime games until Jason Staurovsky
hit a 27-yard field goal 3:08 into the extra session.
The game, played in a wind-chill factor of minus-25, marked Tony
Eason's first start this season. Eason missed the last eight games last
season with a separated shoulder and sat out the first 14 games this year
after off-season surgery for nerve damage in his throwing arm.
Chargers 20, Steelers 14
Mark Malone, in his first game against his former team, threw a
touchdown pass and ran for another. San Diego, which had scored only
one touchdown in the three previous home games, also got a career-high
170 yards rushing from Gary Anderson.
Saturday
Eagles 23, Cardinal417
After building a 21-0 lead, the Eagles held on for a critical victory. In
the final minutes, Neil Lomax completed five passes and two penalties
to get tne Cardinals to the Philadelphia 20. Lomax found J.T. Smith for a
7-yard gain, but the Cardinals got no closer.
Jets 34, Colts 16
Al Toon, the NFL's top receiver with 89 catches for 1,011 yards, had
seven for 103 yards and a 33-yard TD that capped New York's decisive ,
21-point spurt in the third quarter. Freeman McNeil rushed for 100 •
yards, JoJo Townsell had a 59-yard TD run on a punt return and James
Hasty intercepted two passes.

(('ont'd from page 8)
losing builds character, this young
team leads the league in that commodity. There are a half-dozen
rookies on the roster and Rothstein often starts tour first-year
players.
"You're always disappointed
when you lose, but you've got to be
realistic and understand how
many young kids are in that room
and what we are trying to do," he
said.
"It's not easy. You're competitive. You want to win. But
you've got to be realistic. Eventually, we'll be good. Basically,
it's rookies. I keep keep coming
back to that word — realistic."
Realistically, 16 straight losses
is a harsh way to start a professional career. Leading scorer
Rony Seikaly is phlegmatic about
the situation. "I knew it would be a
hard season," he said. 'I knew we
would not be in the playoffs."
Against the Bulls, the Heat committed the full range of mistakes
— traveling, air balls, foul-lane
violations, 24-second violations. It
took some of the suspense out of
the game because there was no
way they could win toting around
that kind of baggage.
Still, they come back every
night, fully expecting the streak to
end. Logic suggests that every
team is going to win now and then,
even if it's only by accident. Thus
far, however, Miami has \ won
none.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFT
"Your more than one company agency.
111
David hi

753-8355

901 Sycamore

National Football League
AMERICAN CON FERENE'lt:
East
VI
I. T Pet. PE PA
x.Buffalo
12 3 0
1100 315 220
9 6 0
600 240 263
New England
h
7 0
533 337 301
Indianapolis
7
7
1
500 345 33.3
N.Y Jets
357 257 309
Miami
5 9 0
t'entral
II
4
0
733 428 312
y-Cincinnati
Houston
10 5 0
667 401 337
9 5 0
643 245 227
, Cleveland
4 11
0
267 296 397
Pittsburgh
Nest
s
7 0 .533 296 292
Seattle
7
0
467 288 326
LA Raiders
7
5 0
467'306 342
Denver
5
10
0
333 207 319
Diego
San
4 10
I
.300 241 296
Kansas City
NATIONAL-CONCP:REN('E
East
5 0
667 335 277
N Y Giants
9
41
0
600 35E 312
Philadelphia
Washington
h
0
467 329 367
7
.s 0
467 327 372
Phoenix
Dallas
21761 25N 35.
3 12. 0
Central
3
;I
,,,410 293 1K7
x•Ctaearo
12

667 378
4 ii
0
267 240
4 II
0
267 210
3 12 0
200 214
Nest
y-San Francisco
10 5 0
667 353
L A Rams
9 6 0
600 369
New Orleans
9 6 0
600 302
1
Atlanta
5 10
333 235
8-clinched division title
y-clinched playoff berth
Saturday's Gamer
New York Jets 34 Indianapolis 16
Philadelphia 23, Phoenix 17
Sunday's Games
Houston 41. Cincinnati 6
Dallas 24, Washington 17
Chicago 13. Detroit 12
New York Giants 29. Kansas City 12
New England 111. Tampa Bay 7 1/T
Buffalo 37. Lox Angeles H.:idlers 21
Green Bay lh Minnesota 6
San Francisco 30. New Orleans 17
San Diego 20, Pittsburgh 14
Los Angeles Rams 22 At4anta 7
Seattle 42. Denver 14
Monday's Game
Cleveland at Miami

Tampa Ii.
Detroit
Green Bay

206
340
292
298
256
277
274
306

ATLANTA FALCONS—Activated Stacey Bailey. wide receiver, and Stan Clayton offensive
lineman, from injured reserve. Waived Danzell Lee. tight end Placed Vinson Smith linebacker
on injured reserve

753-8355

901 S. SYCAMORE

Six in a row
CUMBERLAND(71)
Wilson 5.94.5 14. Cotton 6-12 2-2 14, Webster 3-12
5-6 11, Hale 4-13 2-3 10, Decker 3-5 1.27, Osborne
2-4 226. Cranfleld 1.2 3.4 5, Burton 0.3 2-5 2. King
0-1 1-2 1, Guffey 0-3 1-4 1. Thompson 0-0 0-0 0
Totals 24.64 23.35 71.
MURRAY STATE (91)
Smith 10-16 4.7 24, WennIng 4.8 8.12 16, Waldon
4.6 3-3 11, Huffman 2.6 6.6 10. Poe 3-3 1.27, Pierce
2-3 3-1 7. Johnson 3-4 0-0 6. Brazee 1-2 0-1 3, Ezell
1-1 0-1 2. Pinson 1-3 0-1 2, Camp 1-1 0.02, Williams
0-0 1-2 1, Evilsizer 0-0 0-0 0, Eddy 0.1 0-00 Totals
32-55 26.39 91
Halftime score—Murray St 43, Cumberland
37 3-point goals—Cumberland 0-4 IWebster 0-2,
Gulley 0-1, Hale 0-1 Murray St 1.2 1Brazee 1.1,
Smith 0-1
Fouled out— Johnson
Rebounds—Cumberland 40 (Cotton 12 Murray St.
36 1Smith 7i Assists—Cumberland 11 (Wilson 41.
Murray St
19
Smith. Pinson 4
Total
fouls—Cumberland 29, Murray St
27
Technical—Cumberland bench i 3

The Lady Racers held
Cumberland to 37 pecent shooting
from the floor, including 30 per-

cent in the second half. In a foulplagued contest, MSU hit 26-of-39
of their free throws, while
Cumberland connected on 23-fo-35
tosses.
"They played harder than we
did," Childers admitted. "They
were well prepared. Their matchup zone gave us alot of problems."
The win ended a five-game
home stand which saw MSU score
at least 90 points four times, while
outscoring their opponents by an
average of 87-66. MSU has won 18
of their last 19 in Racer Arena.
Now MSU embarks on a ninegame road trip which suits
Childers just fine.
"The five-game home stand was
nice, but we need to get out there
and venture on the road, because

Racers double...

Heat...

The Insurance Center
of Murray

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

'Beat goes on'...

(Cont'd from page 8)
"We took a lot of pride in our
defense and we wanted to go out
and force the issue and get into
transition," Mann said.
The Racer defense held
Wesleyan to just 31 percent from
the floor and caused 22 turnovers
while picking off 10 steals. Paced
by Ogden, the Racers outrebounded the Rams 43-31.
"I just told myself I needed to
rebound hard at both ends,"
Ogden said. "And'coach told us
before the game that they really
didn't block us out on offense, so I
thought if I went to the boards, I
could get a couple of stick backs."
Martin's big night was a bit of
suprise, due to the senior nursing a
severe thigh bruise suffered
against Louisville. He credited his
strong return to the Racer trainer,
Paul Newman.
"Paul Newman put a lot of ice
on it, and did a lot of treatment on
it, and he got it ready to go."
"I want to compliment Paul
Newmfitn. He did an excellent job
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((ont'd from page 8)
fans in Minnesota. I sure hope I broke their hearts."
Third-string quarterback Jim Harbaugh guided the Bears from their
30 to deep in Detroit territory before Butler's kick. Harbaugh completed
18 of 26 passes for 174 yards.

((lont'd from page 8)
scores before the half made it 43-37
MSU.
A Wilson bucket to start the second half cut the MSU advantage
to four points. Smith answered,
but a Hale bucket cut the lead
back to four. MSU then scored
seven straight to take an 11-point
lead. CU cut it to seven but MSU
bounced out to a 15-point cushion,
before CU scored seven straight to
cut it to eight with 8:11 remaining.
CU was still relatively close at
70-59 when Lady Bulldog ccoach
Rick Reeves was hit with three
technical fouls and ejected from
the game. Huffman hit all six free
throws to give the Lady Racers a
17-point lead, and put the game
away.
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of getting Jeff back on the court,"
Newton said." He's one of the best
in the business, and he's like a cornerman in the ring."
Newman said he got an assist
from the Racer football team,
which gave Martin a knee pad
holder to put his thigh pad in.
The Racers now turn their attention to Louisiana Tech Friday
night in the first round of the UAB
Classic. Tech beat LSU in Baton
Rouge and went down the wire
with Syracuse. The Bulldogs are
led by the strong inside play of
Randy White.
"I really think our ballclub will
be prepared to go down to Birmingham and get into the championship game." Newton said.
Mann seemed ready to go Saturday night.
"We're going down there with
the intention of not ending up like

we did last week. Last week we
were 1-2, and this next week, we
want to be 3-0. We play Tech and
then UAB or Florida A&M, and
then go to Vandy. Our first goal is
to go down and beat Lousiana
Tech."

in order to be successful in the
conference and in post-season
play, you've got to be able to win
on the road."
Childers will take his team to
the Midwest Roundball Classic at
Oral Roberts University in Tulsa.
Oklahoma this weekend. The Lady
Racers will play TCU Friday and
Nevada-Reno on Saturday. Then
it's on to California for three
games after the New Year before
taking on Tennessee-Chattanooga
at LTTC. The Lady Racers will then
open conference play on the road
a/ Austin Peay, Eastern Kentucky, and Morehead State before
hosting Western Kentucky on Jan
19.
The 6-0 start is one shy of last
year's record 7-0 beginning, but
Childers doesn't know yet if this
year's team is better that last
season's 21-7 team.
"I think it's too early to tell. By
experience, we should be better.
But I think we have a lot of inconsistency on offense that needs to
be corrected."

Only Polaris
makesan ATVassimple as this.

it ridden improperly or beyond your skit.
For all the pride the lapanese take in
their technology its interesting that POlarts ievel Read your owners manual -• 11404e you nde Get proper trait
makes the worlds only AlVs with singledo not attempt MaffellVer5 bey.
lever all-wheel hydraulic disc braking and
..apabilines Never- ride without a heIrret
no-shift P'471Po1ans Vanalic Ttansmissato So while riders of lapanese machines and protectIve ckxhing Never carry
passengers or ride on rrproved or
are busy shifting and 5gunng out which
roads These are full-sized
brake lever to use you car. concentrate
machines designed for aduits 18
(xi what you bought an ATV tor in
ant!older and are not ro
Me first place riding it
mud IS
ndden
Any vehicle can be dangerous V":1

Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
limp In

L eap Out'

Phone 759-9831

POLARIS'
Noilv,ra hmts the 4014 %Cm

kEITI1 H1444.1.,0.4N1.14

UK expects an
NCAA extension
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP — The
University of Kentucky's interim
athletic director said he expected
no problems in getting an extension of the school's deadline for
responding to NCAA allegations
against UK's basketball program.
Joe Burch said an announcement could come today or Tuesday concerning today's deadline
for responding to the 18
allegations.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMABLE
HEARING AIDS
Yesterday a dream...
today a reality!

•

Unlike other hearing aids, the acoustic performance
of PHOX hearing instruments is programmed by a
computer in our office. If you hear...but don't understand, or if you are a dissatisfied hearing aid user...let
us prove how much better you may hear with a PHOX
digitally programmable hearing aid.
VALUABLE COUPON. EXPIRES 1-31-89

•FREE HEARING TEST
*SPECIAL 30 DAY TRIAL
•$100 OFF - PHOX DIGITAL HEARING AID

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AID CENTER
206 South 4th, Murray

733-8033

WHEN YOU GIVE
A LITTLE...
YOU GET A LOT!
This year, join
Cablevision's TOYS
FOR TOTS drive and
share your holiday
cheer with a needy
child in your community. It's a great
way to make your
holidays truly warm
and special.

•

Just donate a new toy
worth $5.00 or more to our
TOYS FOR TOTS project.
In return, we'll give you a
reason to smile too!

A FREE CONNECTION
to Basic Service, HBO, Cinemax, Disney or Showtime

*All toys donated
to the Fire Department's
annual Christmas Party.

Bel-Air Center

CABLE

VISION

"Thanks for helping
us help others."
Offer Expires 12-21-S8

753-5005
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FARM"AND AG NOTES
Intensive grazing is better

Mirrray Ledger & Times

U.S. whe

at crop
Not only does intensive grazing in pick and choose
bromegrass and orchardgrass for
the choicest
small paddocks make good farm
morsels while leaving less tasty
his primary forages on plots to be
management sense, it also makes plants to grow too large, said
intensively grazed. He has not us.- • Larry
1.* .
good sense for the quality for the Smith, a Wiscon
ed fescue, although Kentucky exsin veterinarian
Acrso
plantod
cattle too.
Production
who has studied and experimented
Rosorvos
periments have found that grass to
In millions of acres
That's the consensus of those
In
billions
of bushels
In billions of bushels
80
with intensive grazing
be
lem.""
useful
"""e1111111111111111111
in intensive grazing.
S own
3.0
2.0
presenting the second annual Beef farms for more than
Advantages of trefoil are that the
s
ars.
Health Conference and Trade
2.5
Cattle gain more we t faster, protein content does not drop as it
so
1.5
Show, sponsored by the University
he said. They "walk off" less
matures and blooms and stems do
2.0
of Kentucky college of Agriculture
weight because they don't have
become as thick and woody so that
40
1.5
and Cooperative Extension room to walk far. Intensive grazin
1.0
it remains palatable. Also there has
g
Service.
also benefits the pasture, because never been a case of frothy bloat
1.0
20
"Intensive rotational grazing is it has time to rejuve
nate itself reported on trefoil. A disadvantage
5
.5
putting enough animals in small before its next rotatio
is trefoil's slow growth in the spring
nal turn.
paddocks so that all the grass in
0
"If a client put out enough hey in and the fact that it is not a good
0
1883 '84 '85 '86 '87 '88
that paddock will be consumed in
1983'84 '85 '86'87'88'89* 1983'84 '85 '86 '87 '88
the fall to last three to four months, competitor which means thistles
one or two days," said Duane then let the cattle tramp
*Estimate
over it and and weeds tend to crowd it out.
Chicago Tribune Graphic;
Miksch, UK Veterinarian at the
Also, because it regrows from the
waste the hay, you would consider
Sources. U.S.
Research and education center in
it very poor management," Smith end of the stem rather than the
Princeton, who coordinated the said. "So why do we allow
continual crown, overgrazing drastically
health conference in Cave City.
tramping and clipping of our sum- slows its regrowth.
"Then the cattle are moved on to
mer pastures, allowing minimum
Smith said alfalfa advantages
the next paddock," he said.
chance for regrowth?"
are: it is easier to establish; its tap
This forces the cattle to eat down
Smith uses alfalfa and birdsfoot root makes it more drought resisthe forage uniforumlv rather than
trefoil as well as red clover, tant; it can be grazed shorter
Farm families who use private exceeds 50 parts per billion which
one faucet will not get rid of all the
because it regrows from the crown;
water
sources (ponds, wells or is the standard set by the En- lead."
and it regrows faster so
cisterns) are not regulated by vironmental Protection Agency, he
Water flushed does not have to be
undesirable plants are better
plumbing codes that ban the use of said. This standard is under review
wasted. It can be saved and used
control
led.
Aksey
Aertheck,°
lead pipes, and those families may to reduce it to 10 or 20 parts per for washin
g dishes Or clothes, he
Faster regrowth means alfalfa be
drinking potentially hazardous billion. Lead can affect young said.
Also, homeowners should
produces four to five tons of dry
water.
children more than adults. A
never cook with water taken from
matter per acre compared to about
Water from private sources is child's mental and physical the hot-wa
,Aehced SZd4zzetho/
three tons for trefoil, he said.
ter tap. Use cold water
soft and acidic which makes it development may be stunted per- and
"Severe bloat problems can
heat it on the stove.
The theory and the hope is that brucellosis infection causes
Calcite filters can control water
result with alfalfa," the more corrosive than harder com- manently by lead poisoning. Inall farmers and stockyards substantial loss for cattle farmers.
veterinarian said. "But this can be mercial water. This water, when it fants, since they are even smaller corrosiveness and limit lead,
operators will cooperate in the efThe study indicated that the
controlled by using anti-bloat pro- runs through pipes that contain and depend on water for their Taraba said. They should be infort to free Kentucky from average number of cows giving
lead, can carry the lead into source of food, as in baby formula, stalled
in the water line between
ducts,
either in the form of blocks househ
brucellosis. The practical fact is birth to full-term, live calves inold taps, said Joseph have a greater danger potential.
any
lead
or
by
connections or leadadding
it
to
the
salt-mi
neral rilaraba, Extension agricul
something entirely different.
crease 16 per cent after elimination
tural
"Private water source owners soldered pipes.
mix."
There have been and continue to of brucellosis. The proportion of
engineer for the University of Ken- can take steps to reduce lead in
"Carbon filters, sand filters and
Orchardgrass and bromegrass tucky
be those who think it doesn't cows raising calves to weaning rose
College of Agriculture.
their water consumption," Taraba cartridge filters do not remove
are
easily
establi
shed,
Smith
said,
lead
matter.
"In 1986 Congress passed the said. "Water should be run until it or preven
more than 17 per cent following
and they begin growing earlier in
t corrosion," Taraba said.
the spring, but as the grasses Safe Drinking Water Act Amend- is as cold as it will get before drink- "Water softeners may reduce some
And if you're one of those cattle quarantine.
In one large herd, calves from
farmers who's still on the fence,
mature protein levels drop and ments which banned the use of lead ing or cooking. This will flush out of the lead coming into the home,
solder, lead pipe and molded brass any lead that may have ac- but they
brucell
osis-in
fected
cows
averag
ed
there are two new studies of which
also can make the water
palatibility decreases. Total dry
metal faucets (which contain lead) cumulated over a period of time (if more
27 pounds lighter at weaning than
you should be aware.
corrosive and add to lead
matter per acre is less than with
in household plumbing," said it stands longer than six hours). poisoni
Small operators often wonder if calves from non-infected cows.
ng potential."
alfalfa and nitrogen must be addTaraba.
The
study
showed
This should be done with each
estima
ted
it is really worth it to have their few
Non-lead solders are now
ed for maximum productivity.
There is a health concern if lead faucet in the house, as running just availab
replacement heifers vaccinated. A average annual income from a
The height of the forages is an
le for copper pipes, he said
small,
non
-infect
ed
herd
to
be
study in Oklahoma may give some
important management considera$33.38 greater per cow than for the
direction.
tion, Smith said. The best average
same
size infected herd. Estimated
Oklahoma has, since 1982, reheight for grasses is six to nine inquired vaccination of all heifers income for large herds averaged
ches; alfalfa, about 12 inches or in
before they change ownership. Any $15.93 more per cow than for inthe early bud stage; and trefdil,
cow less than six years old must fected herds.
nine to 11 inches.
You've heard the arguments that
have proof of vaccination or be
A year-long study of Kentucky's
"It is imperative that the height
"That suggests," Worms said, business with the marina.
making Kentucky a brucellosisbranded "S" before she is sold.
of the forage be such that with each water recreation industry con- "that the industry has a primary
Customers were asked what
free state is necessary for the catmouthful or jaw movement, the firms its existing strength and
need to tell its story to prospective they liked about the marina and
This study reported on two cows tle industry. Equally important, it's
maximun feed is grazed," Smith potential for greater importance.
visitors. Most visitors appreciate what suggestions they had for
in a veterinarian's test pen of iden- important to you, because a
said.
More than 90 percent of that the marinas are relativ
"If grass is too long, animals
tical size, color and quality. One brucellosis-free herd earns more
ely improvements.
must chew before they swallow customers surveyed stated they inexpensive."
was four years old, pregnant and
"The largest number of
money. Your veterinarian can help
which results in lower consumption liked the services of the marinas
That strongly indicates that get- responses, 31 percent, were that
vaccinated. The other was three you estimate what brucellosis is
and
less
weight gain. If forage is participating in the study and ting the word out to new customers
years old and not vaccinated. The costing you in lost profits and sales,
too short, the animal cannot con- would recommend them to their could result in many more they like the marina just as it is,"
four year old brought $56.50/cwt, if your herd is infected, as well as
he said. "They made few if any
sume enough."
friends.
customers visiting the state in recommendations for
the other cow $42/cwt — at 1,150 how much more it will cost as new
Using intensive rotational grazThat's a very good response, future years — a boon for
pounds a difference of $166.75 in restrictions come into effect.
the improvements."
ing,
Smith
said
said
his
own
Allah Worms, Extension
beef
cattle
marina operators and for the Kentake home pay.
Veterinarians are trained not onOther categories for improvegained
an
averag
recreat
e two pounds per
ion and tourism specialist tucky tourism industry, Worms ment includ
The only difference was the ly in medicine, but in economics of
ed: available food serday. Less walking on the smaller with the University of Kentucky said.
presence or absence of vaccination. disease control.
vices,
6
percen
t; improved parkpastur
es
resulted in less tramping College of Agriculture.
The study questioned customers ing, 7 percent; and improv
Another study, this one from
If you are a cattle farmer, he
ed
and
wasted
pastur
e
Over
which
80 percent of the from 32 states and two foreign
increasLouisiana,
indicates
that wants to help you make a profit.
restroom facilities, 4 percent.
ed productivity, he said.
customers acknowledged that countries (France and England )
When asked what could make
dockage rates at Kentucky who visited 20 representative the
lake or river more desirable,
marinas are a bargain," he said. marinas across the state. Most,
1111/1111111111M1011110111111111111111)11NOMINILIMICIO1011
63 34 percent were satisfied with curMUM
"They are significantly cheaper percent, owned boats such
as rent conditions while 4 percent
than in surrounding states."
"runabouts," fishing boats or ski complained about sewage dumpHowever, the just-completed
boats, but a significant 12 percent ing, 4 percerft wanted directi
on
market analysis, co-sponsored by reported they owned cruisers.
signs on the lake and 4 percent
the College of Agruculture and the
The most common length of stay
wanted better fishing.
Kentucky Marina Association, was one day, but the second most
also found that 63 percent of the common category was a stay of
customers didn't know before five days. Ten percent
of the
their arrival that the marinas customers cited houseb
oat rental
were comparative bargains
as the primary reason for doing
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Murdock of
Murray were the recipients of the
Outstanding Sediment Control
_ Award at the 1988 Governor's Conference on the Environment Nov.
3-4 in Louisville.
on your Health Insurance or Medicare
The theme for the two-day
Supplement, Group or Individual
meeting was "An Environmental
Agenda for the 1990's" and
Call
featured representatives from
Call For A Quote And Save.
federal and state environmental
Circulation
agencies, institutions of higher
At
education, private environmental
firms and coal associations.
753-1916
Robert Duncan
753-9565 or 753-8123
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Farm water may be hazardous

Water recreation has big potential

The Gift Th0
All Year Lemg...,
Murre y Ledge'78Plii.h s

Murdocks earn
sediment award

Rate Increase!!

Kentucky Agency

Farm safety urged
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44*Ultimate in Spreading Technology
gives Precision Fertilizer Placement
For Your Top Dressing Needs.
"We are your full form-ag service.

(A Christmas Card Will Be Sent)
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HUTSON AG
SERVICE
1 800 626 5464
204 W Railroad Ave
Hazel, KY
753-1933
498 8142

RALEIGH, N.C. (API — Overwork and carelessness contribute
to farm accidents as winter
weather approaches, says R.L.
McLymore, extension farm
specialist at North Carolina State
University.
"Workers should give
themselves breaks and time to
refresh themselves," says
McLymore. "Even sitting on a
tractor can make you tired; the
vibrations from the tractor can
make fatigue set in before you
realize what is going on."
McLymore says farmers should
drink plenty of fluids and stretch
their muscles often.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Leases Trucks
for farming

Call Gene
753-2617
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Rushwin to speak at MSU
Shame! Rushwin, manager of
the Chrysler plant in Belvedere,

tion Committee and the College of
Business and Public Affairs, will

will be at Murray State
University Monday, Dec. 12, to
deliver a lecture titled "Cultural

begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Barkley
Room of the Curris Center.
In addition to the lecture,

Change at Chrysler."
The speech, sponsored jointly by

Rushwin will participate in a colloquium with MSU faculty beginning at 3:30 p.m. Monday in Room
445, Business Building north.

the MSU Honors Program,
Department of Foreign
Languages, Non-Formal Educa-

Rushwin is the manager of the

LBL closes campgrounds
Land Between The Lakes(LBL)
has closed two of its family campgrounds this winter. Both Piney
and Hillman Ferry Campgrounds
were closed on Dec. 1, and will be
reopened on March 1, 1989.

id
er

id.
ne
le,
ad

d.

ternship and employment opportunities with the Chrysler Corp.

For

more

information

about

winter camping, write the Outdoor
Recreation section, Land Between
The Lakes, TVA, Golden Pond,
Kentucky 42231, or call (502)

and

924-5602, extension 309.

New service for repairs
Beginning Dec. 15, telephone
repair calls for South Central Bell
residence customers in Murray

number on a touch-tone phone.
After the customer has answered
the questions, the computer will

and

tell the customer when the problem should be repaired, he said.

Calloway County will be
handled by the company's new
automated repair service.
ad

here to lecture and received very
positive feedback. I look to equal

areas provide level sites suitable

boat launching

lakeside sites large enough for RV

The new automated repair service will answer repair calls and
take trouble reports from
customers calling from touch-tone
phones, according to South Central Bell manager Dwane Tucker.
"The computer will help us
operate our repair service more
efficiently," Tucker said.
The computer will ask simple
questions that customers can
answer by pressing a specified

this lecture should have a wide
range of appeal."

formal use areas: Taylor Bay,
Twin Lakes, Fenton, or Star Camp

first-come-first-served basis.
LBL's 17 lake access areas will
also be open. Lake access camptoilets,

"Chrysler has made great
strides in recent years in hiring
not only people with business
backgrounds, but also those with
backgrounds in the humanities, so

point of view will be extrememly
interesting," said Dr. Dieter
Jedan, director of the MSU Honors
Program and an assistant professor in the Department of

Campers with large RVs are advised to camp in the following in-

for large RVs.

have

to Jedan

Jedan added that students in attendance will have the opportunity
to speak with Rushwin about in-

shower and toilet building is open.
Campsites will be available on a

chemical

Both the lecture and colloquium
are open to the public, according

parking. All lake access areas are
nonelectric, except for 8 sites at
Fenton Lake Access area.

In the northern portion of LBL —
and Boswell Landing, Redd
Hollow, or Gatlin Point in LBL's
southern portion. All of these

ramps,

that enthusiasm and even exceed
it with Rushwin,"

ductivity in the company and the
lowest rate of defects.
"I believe that a lecture by
Rushwin from a plant manager's

Customers calling repair service from phones that aren't
equipped with Touch-Tone service
can remain on the line and speak
with a service attendant, Tucker
explained.

CCHS speech team finishes 9th
points
There were 90 schools com-

The
Calloway County Speech
Team traveled to Cincinnati, Ohio,
to compete in the Princeton Viking

peting in the Viking, Mid Western
National Tournament.
Team members qualifying for
the semi-final round of competi-

Invitational Tournament.
Locally, in individual

events
Murray High placed 10th with 84
points and Calloway placed ninth
with 91 points.

tion but not qualifying for finals
were: Loren Wisehart and Jon
Rose — extemp.; Scottie Rice,

Top honors went to Boardman,
Ohio, placing third with 115 points;
Wooster, Ohio, second with 120

Humorous Interp.;

points; and Warren JFK, Ohio,
placing first with 158 points
In overall sweepstakes; Murray

Team members qualifying for
finals were: Heidi Heiss, second in
Prose/Poetry and Tracy Ross fifth

Calloway

High placed 16th with 109 points;
placed 15th with 111

in International extemp.
Coaches for the Calloway

points;

Speech

third

placed second with 257 points; and

England; Lyn Paulk, Liz Bailey,
Tim Black, Bill Murray and Mark

Centerville placed first with 271

P'Pool.

Amy Helm,

Oratory.

Massilon Perry placed
with 244 points; Wooster

Team

are:

Larry

MHS speech team places 10th

number to call for

telephone service repair problems
is 1 + 577-6111. Customers can find
information on repair service in
the Customer Guide
telephone directory.

in

the

The Murray High speech team
participated in the Cincinnati

finalist

Princeton Tournament Saturday

Another group of students participated in the Crittenden County
Speech Tournament Saturday.
James Chu placed 2nd in extem-

in prose
interpretation.

and placed 10th out of 94 participating schools accumulating 84
points.

The

following

students

placed in the tournament:

ACROSS

Answer to Previous Puzzle

1 Away from a
path
4 Semiprecious
stones
9 Hyson
12 Zodiac sign
13 Light, yellow
color
14 High
mountain
15 More
profound
17 Duck walk
19 Indefinite
amount
21 Hebrew letter
22 Shoshonean
Indian
25 Time gone by
27 Church part
31 Choose
32 Crystal of
snow
34 Providence's
St
35 Pedal digit
36 Openwork

fabric
37 Teutonic
deity
38 Proclaimed
41 Roman 52
42 Onionlike
vegetable
43 Sailor
colloq
44 Keen
45 — Paso.
Texas
47 Former
Russian ruler
49 James of
The
Rockford
Files"
53 Opening
57 Arabian
garment
58 Lowest point
60 Native metal
61 Supplicate
62 Halts
63 The first
whole
number

000s MOO 000
00 000 11011
WOO 1000 000 E 4
000000 00000
0121 ODOM
00 0000000M
DO U0000 OM
00100000 BOO
U000 00
000P0 000M0
0000 000 000
0000 000 0000
BOO 000 000
DOWN

7 Base
8 Break
suddenly
9 Youngster
10 Cloth
measure
11 Simian
16 Greek letter
18 Apportioned
20 The self
22 Pertaining
to sixty
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
9
11
minutes
23 Suppose
12
14
24 Liquid meas
13UUUU
26 Proprietor15
16
ship
.
17
1 ...
28 Father
19
20
21
29 Quantity of
yarn
22 23 24
30 Uncanny
25
26
27 28 29 30
32 Old French
31
coin
32
33
33 Gave food to
35 Sign
35
36
37
39 Neon symbol
40 Household
38
34 139
4UUU4)
41
pet
41 XVII x III
43
44
44 Monk's title
42UUU
46 Camera part
45 46
47
48
48 Ventilates
49 Idle talk
U
49 50 51
50 TV's Vigoda
52
53
54 55 56
51 Tattered
cloth
57
58
59
60
52 Rodent
54 Also
61
63
55 Vase
62UUUU
56 Bishopric
59 Note of scale
c 1988 United Feature Syndicate
1
2
3
4

Ancient
Toll
Enemy
Butter
substitute:
colloq.
5 Lasting
6 Meadows ID

RU

UU

UU

1 • ••••

UUUU

UU
UUU

If': .

I

UU

Tucker reminds customers that
the toll-fee
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Foreign Languages. "Last year
we had John Troyanovich, the
man in charge of industrial and
educational training at Chrysler,

However, Energy Lake Campground's loop A will remain open
for winter camping. Each of the
loop's 12 sites has an electric hookup, and the camp's winterized

ing areas

single most successful plant in the
Corp. The Belvedere
plant has the highest level of pro-

Chrysler
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Ys
a
he

Holiday
Buffet

an
ou

uld
ch

1

Green

Fraaces Drake
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
fPlt
Judgment may be off today about
both business and financial matters.
Pay extra attention to details. Social
life is favored tonight, but watch your
use of credit.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Plf
Tact and diplomacy are needed to
get along with close ties today.
Accent long-range goals in business.
There may be a tendency to be
neglectful about bills now.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll have to be on your toes in
business today. A co-worker seems
unduly competitive. Partnership
harmony is assured now and you'll be
making holiday plans together.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Problems could arise with a loved
one over an intimate concern
Morning
hours
may
bring
distractions, but overall it should be a
very productive workday for you.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Mixing business and pleasure
could lead to errors in judgment
Things are picking up in the romance
department for you today, but
remember to be considerate of a
family member
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
It's not the best time to entertain
out-of-town guests. You may begin a
do-it-yourself project at home
Someone at work as quick to feel
slighted today
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
dat
Better read the fine print on
contracts today Don't assume
everything is OK. Dating is favored
now, but shoppers should be careful
about overspending.

$5.95
Every Mon.-Thurs.
thru December
5:00-8:00 p.m
1..strge selection of fish,
meats, vegetables,
homemade desserts and
salad bar
c;even Se_

753-4141

Julian

and

David

Vaughan placed 1st in duo acting,
Leigh Baker placed 1st in oratory,
Laramie Simspon placed 6th in
dramatic interpretation, Dawn
was

a

semi-finalist

in

foreign extemporaneous speaking,
and

FOR TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1988

e
to

Melanie

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
The day favors buying and selling.
You'll find something nice for the
home today when shopping. A family
member needs reassurance that you
care.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
gle
You're
confident
and
self-expressive today, but some you
deal with may be evasive. Read
between the lines. Guard against a
tendency to let things slide on the job
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
The company of friends proves
delightful now, but try not to
overspend when socializing. You may
receive a valuable confidential
investment tip today.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb 18)
Be careful what you say in dealings
with higher-ups now. A boss could
take something the wrong way. On
the social circle, you'll have a grand
time with friends today.
PISCES
*NW
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
reitole
Try not to talk too much. Keep
important business matters to
yourself. You learn much by being a
good listener today Snags could arise
in connection with a travel plan

John

Dailey

was a

semi-

placed 2nd Lincoln-Douglas
debate, Maylene Chu placed 3rd in
Lincoln-Douglas debate, and Jennifer Fairbanks was a finalist in

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS
FINAL WEEK
PRICES SLASHED!

prose.
The Murray High speech team
will participate in the state drama
tournament on Wednesday, Dec.
14.

citE

A

A

Silk flowers, antiques, collectibles
and much much more...

0 1900 Cbronicie Features
Disthbut.td by Un.yersai P etas Syndicate

JUANITA'S
917 Coldwater Rd.

4

759-9920

,

Why Mess With The Rest?
Give The Best!
..
-74.;
Professional

/
4

1‘,

i1

Quality
Power Tools

IS
-4
4—
—

That settles it. Car l
From now on,
you're getting only decaffeinated coffeel"

-4*
Capacity Drill
Model 0222-1

NOW $
FEATURES

•Automatic underlining
•Strike out
•Subscopts/Superscripts

•Word out/Line out
•Expand printing
'Automatic centering
•Right margin flush
'Decimal tabulation
'Bock tab
•Line indentation
•Porogrophindemation

'Hyphen scan
•Headers/Footers
'Page numbering
•Pagination
'Phrase memory
'Framing
•Multi-column snaking
'Stop codes with prompts
*Search and replace
'Block move/copy/delete
'Block copy between files
'Print queue
•Background printing
'File copy
'Disk copy
'Merge files with sortisel• '

•Cord file for addresses
'Dote book for calendar
,
.

Brother'

Model

2 speed

,lti trigger speed control &
reverse Reg '169"

The Secretary's Secretary
•25 line x 80 character CRT
display
•Detachable curved Keyboard
•81K internal memory, upgtodeoble to 177K
'Disk drive W/720K per disk
'tutorial
•Bok:1 printing

Par
,
Sawzall
S
6511

12995

NOW $1

62"

V'

AOIIIIIMIIIIP

PI." Circular Saw
Model 6365

Cordless
Screwdriver

p.a - Rn

Model 6539-1

NOW

'11th reverse Reg 510"

95
'145

NOW $83"

,

-•
4,
'*6

i

FP
-V' Capacity
Driver/Drill

EM2050D

Model 0210

wIth reverse Reg $204"

Now There Is A Typewriter
For People Who Need Word
Processing, Lots Of Memory,
Multiples Dictionaries, Card
Files, Calendars, Plus A
Message Center All In One...

with case

Reg '209"

Orbital Finishing
Sander
Model 6016

Reg s7r
NOW

NOW1 58
.—

.1

'4" Capacity Magnum
Hammer Drill
Model 5372-1

NOW
118 North 7th Street
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

964

1-800-633-7296

Sales & Service

Wholesale Electric Supply Co.
206 East Main

753-8194

‘Its •

,
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CLASSIFIEDS
1 .Legal

1

Legal

1

Lega

CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
Financial Statement
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the Kentucky Revised
Statutes the following information and supporting data may be inspected by the general public at 710 Main Street from December
12, 1988, thru December 16, 1988 between the hours of 9:00 a.m
and 4:00 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main
Street, Murray, KY 42071
Director
Assistant Director

Margaret Trevathan,
710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071
Carolyn Adams,
710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071

2

Notice

Murray
Furniture
Mart

Mirrray Ledger & Times
2

Notice

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

753-2600

Hand Wrapped Flowers

Board of Trustees:

Offering Fire Box Repair
Damper Installation.
Custom Hoods and BirC
Screens
Senior Citizens Discount
24 Hour Answering Service

WE clean your rings,
free. We discount
jewelry, every day. We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we
don't have what you
want we will get it for
you. Gold Nugget, 106
E. South Street,
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
502 247 6762.

R)GHT. RK2HT
R)66-11-.. RIGHT _1236i-kT

20% OFF
PO YOU THINK
11.L MAKE A GOOP
IMPRESSION?

GOOD, NO.
ACCURATE,YE6

Everything
In Stock!

Hot
Fashion
Jewelry
641 North
15.it to Jo. Smthi Csrpm
Sales Now
Till Christmas!

Rev. G. T. Moody
for the funeral service, the Grace
Baptist
Church
Choir
for
the
beautiful song service, the BlalockColeman Funeral
Home
and
the
Pallbearers.
We want to thank
all the people who
helped immediately
following the accident and a special
thanks to Mr. Jim
White
and
Mr.
Eugene Fogel for
their quick thinking
and actions at the
scene
of
the
accident.
Your kindness
and friendship will
never be forgotten.
God Bless You All.

5

Lost and

Found

150 REWARD! Lost in
Al mo area, medium
size male dog, long
black hair with white
spot on chest, red collar
with red vacination tag
Answers to Pip
753-9619

MISSING
Twin Gray
Kittens
from Doran Rd
Magnolia Dr area
Children's Pets
Please Call

753-3621

111

I'M WAITING
TILL WE GET
CLOSER TO
THE GROUNP
•••

759-1023

HEALTH INSURANCE
If it has anything to do with Major
Medical Insurance, Medicare Supplement Insurance, or Nursing Home Insurance, we write it and one of our
companies writes more Individual
Guaranteed Renewable Health Insurance than any A 4 Best rated Company in America.
We represent 7 "A" Excellent and
"A + "Superior Best rated companies
to offer you the best possible rate and
benefits.
Our local staff includes
Sharon McConnell, Licensed Agent
Tracy McKinney, Licensed Agent
Jerry McConnell, General Agent

McConnell
Insurancegency
753-4199

Wanted

20, Sports Equipment

LOST Mens reading WILL sit night or day
with elderly or sick.
glasses in case
759-4171 or 753-0785.
753 4.494
11. Instruction
6

$200

Of

Open 10 a.m.-6 p.m
Mon.-Sat.

9. Situation

Found

Help Wanted
ATTENTION
salespeople needed.
Money excellent. 436.
2582, ask for Donnie.
For more
ATTENTION
Hiring.
information
Government jobs- your
area. Many immediate
call 759-1254
openings without waiting
list or test. $17,8-40or 498-8226
$69,485. Call 602 838-8885
gxt R684.
SWEATER Sale 1 table
BABYSITTER needed.
long sleeve, $10 each. 1
Monday- Friday 7a.m.•
table sweater vests, $10
3.30p.m. in my home.
each. Solid white sweat
"Infant." References
shirts, $6 each or 2 for
needed. 753-6659.
$10. Scarfs, $1 each or 3
for $2. Nursing bras $5. BABYSITTER for 7
Excuisite form bras up year old near Lynn
to size 48, 20% off. All Grove for school
Christmas decorated holidays and summer.
clothes 40% off. San Call 435-4584 after 4p.m.
Souci robes, long and BABYSITTER needed
short, 30% off. Maternity Monday- Friday
clothes 20% off. We carry 8a.m..5pfm. at my home
dresses sizes 1-54. Also for 3 month old. Start in
skirts, blouses and January. 753-0509.
slacks in regular and HOUSEKEEPER •
plus sizes. Jo Ann Permanent position
Varieties on the square. days per week, uniforms furnished. Ap753-9569
TRANSFER your 8MM plicants must be con
home movies to video scientious and self
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft. motivated. Salary
reel, tape included. based on qualifications
Also, slides, negatives and experience. Reand photographs. Free ferences required. Re
pick up and delivery. spend to: P.O. Box 412,
Murray, KY 42071.
Call Donna Darnell
Video Production NEED a lob? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
Specialties 759-9246
if: (1)you do not have
3. Card of Thanks
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
CARD OF THANKS
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
The family of
& 21. We are a EOE.
Herman C. Witty
This project is funded
would like to exby the Western Ky.
Private Industry
press our sincere
Council JTPA. Call
thanks for all the
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
many acts of kind753-9378 between 8:30ness shown during
12:00 5 days a week.
NOW hiring part-time
the tragic loss of
help. Apply in person:
our
loved
one,
Captain D's, Murray,
especially for the
Ky.
visits, food, flowers,
PRN Nurse's Aide. On
call, hours will vary.
cards, phone calls,
Prefer experience.
and prayers.
Apply in person. Fern
Our deep apTerrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Dr.
preciation to Rev.
E.O.E.
Sam Foreman and

20% OFF ALL
OIFTWARE
Stories/Id. Thru
Christmas

SANTA'S
HELPERS

S. Lost and

Good condition.

Fall a Christmas
Decorations

COUNTRY Jean's is
Chairman
ready for Santa! Are
Walter L. Apperson,
you? Buy that special
50% OFF MOST
1511 Chaucer, Murray, KY 42071
someone jeans and
Vice Chairman
CHRISTMAS
Robert Martin,
sweatshirts! Name
DECORATIONS!
1521 Canterbury, Murray, KY 42071
brand jeans: Lee, JorBel-Air
Treasurer
dache, Levi, Lawman,
Frank Doran,
Shopping Center.
Zena, Southern
2009 Elmbrook Court, Murray, KY 42071
753-9234
Bluegrass, Manisha,
Secretary
Elsie Parker,
Jou Jou. Sweatshirts by
Rt. 7, Box 16, Murray. KY 42071
Camp Beverly Hills, MAXINE S China Cup
Member
Jane Sisk,
Whisper, Alfredo, Big board and Porcelain by
Apple Connections, M.J.'s would like to
Rt. 6, Murray, KY 42071
South and many more. invite you to shop with
Handmade rag jackets. them for those special
Summary financial statement for Calloway County Public
Just received new gifts of hand painted
Library District for fiscal period July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988:
shipment of men's china and porcelain
Levis and Jordache creations of many col
Receipts:
jeans. Open by appoin. lectable items and
Taxes
tment. Regular hours. Christmas decorations
$161,599.05
Fri. 4p.m.-6p.m. Sat: 5 miles South on 121
Fines
2,026.91
10a.m.-4p.m. 5 miles 94 from Courthouse then 2
Miscellaneous
14,323.40
East. 7591062.
miles left on blacktop.
Kentucky state grants
63,296.00
GLIDDEN Latex waif Watch for signs. Open
paint, 5 gal. can $29.99. 128 December 8th
TOTAL
$241.245.36
Get at Black's Decorat- through 24th.
ing Center, 701 S. 4th
Expenditures:
St., Murray.
MENNONITE Bake
GRANNY'S Kountry Sale at Flippens
Personnel
$94.806.61
Krafts will be open on Hillbilly Barn every
Books and materials
22,444.77
weekends through Dec. Sat. 9a.m. 4:30p.m.
Operating
42,598.44
11th, 1988. It will then Place Christmas or
Capital outlay
30,537.00
close for winter. ders. Grandma Miller's
Debt retirement
Sweatshirts, pillows, Country Bakin'. Ph.
8,116.21
folkart, crocheted dolls, 901-782-3412.
decorated hats and
TOTAL
$198,503.03
brooms, quilts, antique ANYONE Can Apply!
baby cradle and Guaranteed Visa/MC,
Excess of receipts over Expenditures
$ 42,742.33
grapevine wreaths. US Charge. Even with
Hours: Friday bad credit. No one
Beginning fund balance July 1. 1987
6p.m.-9p.m.; Saturday refused. Call (213) 925
$ 23,532.58
10a.m.-6p.m.; Sunday 9906 ext U 1323.
Ending fund balance June 30, 1988
12p.m.-6p.m. 5 miles
$ 57,121.27
south of Murray on Hwy
121.
PRETT'Y'
LADIES in Orient seek LYNDA'S
PUNCH Embroidery
correspo
ndence
Notice
w/
2
2
Notice
2
Notice
Sweatshirts! Lynda
single gentlemen. Tne
of
Friendship Office, Box Ward, 2 miles west
Line
1 or 2
SANTA suit rentalsr
5248 Stn. A, Calgary Hazel on State
500 patterns,
offices/businesses
759 4073
Alberta, Canada Road 893.
glue, guaranteed
T2H1X6.
for rent on
LEATHER Snakeskin
needles. Free pattern
Come see our new line
Main Street.
Charles Frace
with each visit. Free
CANCER
of all leather billfolds at
catalog with purchase
Daytime 753-6111
INSURANCE
Prints
just •S5. Leather vests,
of kit. Taking custom
Nighttime 753-0606
purses, key chains,
No age limit to apply.
orders. Sweatshirts
Freedom.
belts, belt buckles. Will
If your present policy
sizes S-XXXLarge: $4
engrave
your
name on
Red Rascal,
is over 5 years old, it
so. Children's sizes 2-161
MAN doing research on leather belts Snakeskin
may not cover some
$3. Phone 492-8580.
On Watch,
history of Crider (Python, Rattlesnak
e)
of
the
newer
family, particularly in
buckles,
hats, belts,
Koala. Jaguar
treatments such as
terested in James H. billfolds. Shop early
for
chemotherapy_ For
Crider, believed to have great savings on
—Many More—
living in Coldwater in Christmas gifts. Also
free information call
Aso complete Frace
1850. Would appreciate have Serape blankets
mini prints set
Jerry McConnell
any information Write and Jerga shirts. Ward
Insurance
Robert E. Oliver, Leather, 2 miles west of
to
After 4:30
436-5355
753-4199
.
6975 Mayfair Terrace, Hazel on State Line
753-7419
Professional
-free
local claim er% ice"
Laurel, MD 20207.
Chimney
Road 893. 4928580
Cleaner
AND ANOTNER THING..UJE RIPE THI5
SCHOOL BUS EVERY PAY, RIGHT?

All electric
hospital bed.

Olftware
BrInn Collectible
Dolls

Notice

FOR SALE

New a Used Furniture

(Located inside
Uncle Jeff's)
New and used furniture. Quality furniture at competitive
prices

2

Experienced
Meat Cutter
Needed
Apply in person

Owen
Food
Market

INS!RUC T ION
ftta
At, LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR -TRAILER

5

•Plo *valence 6
;7

•

001 Cavtlacabon
•Full or gart-torn•
beinina
•pisconwe Dep.
•Flnarcal Asa
Available

RUGER pistol, Mg;
barrel'. 753-7419.
2 2 . Musical
ANTIQUE iirrirrilif
piano Best offer 7538848 before 9p.m
BUNDY alto sax: UM,
good condition. 759-4807.
BUNDY trumpet for
sale. Very good condition. Call 753-3901 after
5p.m
Reasonably
priced

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR-TRARIA
T5*IN11103 CENTERS
LLOAWS11,
Call Tel Asa

ANIW71

IOW
14300-334-1203

• TRAVEL AGENT
• TOUR GUIDE
•AIRLINE
RESERVATIONIST
Start Locally, Full tirnetpart
time. Train on live airline
computers. Horn* Study
and Resident Training.
Nat'l. headquaters,
Pompano Bch., FL.
•FINANCIAL AID
AVAILABLE
•JOB PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE

1-800-327-7728
ACT.'nava SCHOOL
(Accredited Member NPISC)

TRAIN

TO BE A
PROFESSIONAL

•SECRETARY
•SEC/RECEFTIONIST
•EXECU11VE SECRETARY
Star! 10Cally Fug trieipart gyre
..earr *Ord processing and
'awed seretanat gots Home
Study acid Resident Training
nisaisenes Povoire fan ‘L
•FiNANC.A. AID AVAILABLF
•JOe P. '
,ANT ASSIST
•

1-800-327-7728
THE HART 110400L
Wavered Arerter
PIHSC)

14
Want to Buy
19405 TV set, small
screen Doesn't have to
work. Call 753 3642 day,
753-5738 night.
FRAME mounted
trailer hitch for pick up
truck, class 3. 759-4905.
WANT to buy Raw
Furs Stanley Owen
McClellan, Pulaski IL
618 342 6316.

24. Miscellaneous
55 GALLON barrels for
sale. Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial
Road, 759-9831.
ANTIQUE jewelry, including Victorian
bangle braclets, rings,
lockets, watch chains,
pins and so forth. Ideal
for Christmas gifts. Call
Charlotte Terrell 1 247
5915.
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667.
FIREWOOD for sale
Red oak seasoned or
green $25 dumped, $30
stacked. 436-5430.
FIREWOOD for Sale
Tree removal. Free
estimate. 436-2562, 436
2758.
GO carts, go carts, go
carts! 5 HP single and
double seats. Keith's
Lawn & Tractor Center,
Industrial Road Call
759 9831.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831
ORDER Now! Christmas trees, wholesale
(502)247-7831.
SEASONED firewood
436-2744.
THE Gold Nugget
Gold Diamonds Black
Hills Gold. Discount
jewerlry every day We
buy old gold If we don't
have what you want, we
will get it •Free ring
cleaning. We sell for
less
Guaranteed.
Special orders available. Southside Court
Square, Mayfield, Ky.
247-6762
WANT To Buy: Topper
for a long wheel base
Chevy pick-up
For
Sale: 1971 Chevelle
stationwagon 436,5844.
WATER heaters, elec
tric, 40 gallon, double
heating elements, 5
years, glass lined tank,
$119.99 Wallin Hardware, Downtown Paris,
Tn
service all brands
of kerosene heaters and
carry a full line of parts.
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, Industrial Road,
759 9831.
WICKER, all kinds;
guns; 1977 Cordoba
$700; 1967 Mustang;
1974 3/4 Ford pick-up
$750; Alaskian Mal
amute puppies; Poodle
puppies, 1976 Chevy
van $2,100, 15' boat
753 6438
WOOD for sale oak and
hickory, $25 a rick
759 9313 after 5p m

15 Articles for Sale
1200 LADIES' maroon
Murray, Ky.
leather coat, size 12,
rarely worn, $100. DinRESPONSIBLE person ing table and 4 chairs,
needed to live with mismatched, $35. 753.
elderly female and help 7271.
with activities of daily 1 HALLMARK dated
living. Interested in- Christmas ornaments
dividuals should call '78, '80, '81 Make an
offer 436 2169
759 9203 before 5p m.
TRACTOR mechanic 1 PROM dresses girr,
and small engine 11 and 13 One pair of
roller skates size 7
mechanic needed Ex
759 1322 after ap m
perience prefered
Reply to: P.0 Box 1415, 30,000 BTU Warm
Morning gas heaer with
Murray, Ky.
UNIT Clerk
Murray blower, 10' fire mesh 27 Mobile Homes for Sale
Calloway County satellite dish. 437 4890.
CUB Cadet riding 1988 14x70, 2 BED
Hospital has an im
12HP motor, ROOM, 2 bath, all
mediate opening for a mower
,electric, CA & CH, wall
full time unit clerk on 42" deck, $375. Sears
to wall carpet, blinds
the 3p.m..11p.m. shift. riding mower . 8HP
and curtains, GE
Qualified applicants motor, 36" deck, $250.
stove/ refrigerator,
must be a high school 753-8649 after 5p.m
D/W, underpinned and
0 R sale Sharp winterized,
graduate and posess
9x12 deck
good communication copiers and fax
skills. Previous hospital machines Demo units By appointment 759
4417 after 5p.m
experience prefered. also available Call
WELL kept 12x56,
Contact. Personnel 1 800 248 4319, Benton,
bedroom, 1981 model,
Ky.
Dept., 803 Poplar St
LOWERY Magic Genie $5,500 Benton 527 8750
Murray, KY 42071
88 organ Zenith Allegro 28 Mobile Homes
(502)753 5131, Ext 114
for Rent
stereo system. 753 7658
BEDROOM, 7 bath,
9. Situation Wanted
NECKLACE and
14x65, 3 miles from
CHRISTIAN lady will earrings: 1 1/2 carat
oval, ruby in each Murray 753 9872, 759
do housecleaning Re
circled with diamonds 9921
ferences available 492
/ BEDROOM, 1 1/,
Have gemologist ap
8899
miles east on 94 $150
CHRISTIAN mother praisal 18 carat 489
month, $150 deposit.
2440
has an opening for a
753 9948 after Sp m
full time child 2 years SACHS Dolmar chain
FOR Rent or Sale:
and up
Days only saws. Model 111 with 3.1
cubic inches, 18" bar, 12 x 65, 2 bedroom,
759 9896
mobile home 437 4890.
rXPERIENCED child electronic ignition, ad j u st a ble automatic SMALL 2 bedroom trailer
care in my home in
Hardin Anytime, full chain oiling, D2M anti- for 2 adults of small child.
vibration, 299.95. 489 2484
and part time, drop ins.
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
Ages infant • 4 years.
Center, Industrial 32 Apts for Rent
Meals and snacks Re
Road 759 9831
1 and 2 BEDROOM
asonable rates Pay in
SEARS bench top scroll apartment for rent
advance only. 437 4678
saw,
new,
$75
Car
close to university and
WILL do daytime
radio, AM FM cassette hospital, some
babysitting in my home
utilities
with
speakers,
$25.
5"
paid
753 4012 or
753 0791.
black and white TV with 753 8756
AM FM radio, $50. 354' 1 BEDROOM
10 Business Opportunity
apart.
6131.
ment near university:
FOR Sale Small sub
SUNTAN bed, 2 years $165 a month, gas
heat,
franchise business If old 753 0658
no pets 489 2244
you would like to own WORK
OUT 1 BEDROOM furnished
your own business, now equipment 3
benches, basement apartment
is the time
New 240 pounds of plates,
with private bath and
changes are being made bars, $120. 474 8854
entrance All utilitiell
come first of the year
YOUNG men's clothes, furnished, including
that will mean a *bus'
size 12 through men's heat References reness boom
For ad
small, waist up to size quired 753 8294
ditional information
30, including jeans New T BEDROOM
apartrespond to. P 0. Box
38 regular navy sport
ment near downtown
115, Hazel, KY 42049
coat 753 3349.
Murray 753 4109
ALL CASH BUSINESS
LARGE 2 bedroom
Handling 100% Pure 16 Home Furnishings
duplex in Northwood,
Natural fruit juices in
5315/ month 759 4106
Holiday Inns, Ramada, ANTIQUE wall tele
phone,
I
day
mantle MUR Cal apts
Quality Inns and other
Nofclock, picture frames,
company owned ac
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR.
few
pieces
of
glass
counts No selling In
Now renting
Equal
dependent National 753 0537
Housing Opportunity.
Census .shows average WATERBED with 759 4984
monthly income of $3, mirror and all ac
TARING applicatIofli
cessor its, $365 492 8755
495 from a cash in
for Section S
Rent
vestment of $19,500 Call
Subsidized apt 1, 2 Of 3
17 Vacuum Cleaners
1 800 782 1550 toll free
BR
Apply Hilldale
Ask for operator Al or RAINB W vacuum Apts., Hardin, Ky.
write P 0 Box 820, cleaner and accesories
Equal Housing
Midlothian, VA 23113.
753 7530 after 3p m
Opportunity.

a,
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38

Pets-Supplies

DUPLEX - quiet re- 3 FULL blooded Beagle
sidential area, near pups 6 months old, $25,
university and services. mother and father both
Singles preferred, $250. good runners. 436 2348
after 5p.m.
753-8096
FURNISHED 1 bed
AKC puppies- Scottish
room apartment. Small, Terriers, West High
but nice. Walk to cam- land Terriers, Australia
pus, $150/ month 753- Terriers and Cocker
Spaniels. 489-2246.
7276.
AKC registered Boxer
puppies, 3 months old,
34. Houses for Rent
males $100 each. 489
7 BEDROOM house, 121 2275.
South. 753-6444.
AKC registered Black
7 BEDROOM brick, Labs. Males
and
Hwy 121 between Col. females
$125. Ready by
dwater and Far
Christmas. 753 5783
mington. $250 a month. after
6p.m.
Deposit and references
CFA Persian and
required
NO PETS.
Hem ilayan kittens,
489 2440.
shots and wormed, $150
1 BEDROOM house, each 489-2495 after
$200 a month plus 5p.m
deposit References. No
pets inside. 492-8360.
43
Real Estate
BEDROOM, 2 1/2
Gover
bath. Call 753 9280 and ATTENTION
nment homes from $1
leave message
5 BEDROOM, bath and (U repair) Delinquent
2 1/2 baths with TVA tax property. Re
insulated package, gas possessions. Call
heat. $400 a month plus 602-838 8885 Ext. GH684.
deposit. 753-0332.
BUILDING • 5 apart
r XTRA nice, very merits with 25x40 store
private 1 bedroom front plus land for
home, 1 mile SW of approximately 50 apar
Murray. $300 per tment units. 1303
month. 1 month security Chestnut St., adjoining
deposit. Available MSU. 615-262-0000.
January 1. Call 753-6125 FOR Sale: Good rental
or 753-2615 after 5p.m.
property, four apart
HOUSE, 3 bedrooms, merits, 1 block from
very nice. 1 and 2 campus. $42,000, call
bedroom apartments 753-1203.
near university. Fur- liCOPPERUD Realty
nished. Daytime 753 offers a complete range
6111, nightime 753 0606.
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
37. Livestock-Supplies
quality homes, all
NEW saddle, pad, prices. 753-1222, toll free
bridle, breast strap, 1 800-251 HOME Ext.
$215. Call 489 2306 after 711L for courteous,
6:30p.m.
•
competent Real Estate
SIMMENTAL and service. We make buy
Simbrah bulls. Per- ing & selling Real
formance & semen Estate easy for you.
tested. Excellent qual- LOT for sale single
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, family dwelling, re
Ky. 522-7630.
stricted, joins
Gatesborough, water,
38 Pets-Supplies
sewer and gas. 753-5541
PIT bulldog puppies for
sale, full blooded 753 44 Lots for Sale
4397
APPROXIMATELY 11
WESTIES Champion acres located in north
line AKC, satisfaction portion of city limits,
guarantee. $300 $600
near old radio station.
759-4556.
753-0537 or 436-2456.

Old Fashion Quality - Good workmanship and natural woodwork are found
in this stone home, on a corner lot with
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, large living room
with fireplace, & 2 car detached
garage. COME SEE! $71.900.00

m TG

Real %Better
Estate
I

119111e(
le

i

aux..

753-4000

44

Lots for Sale

46

49. Used Cars

1 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
24x24 garage, on 1 acre,
approximately 5 miles
out of Murray
Call
after 7p.m. 4314854.

SHADY Tot in Sherwood
Forest All Services
759-9268
45

Homes for Sale

Farms for Sale

PONTIAC

Spencer
Says...

1988
THE Perfect Starter
Home. 2 or 3 bedroom
Bonnevtlles
frame house with 1 car
garage, concrete
S1
driveway, neat and well
cared for. Gas heat, c; Limited Time Only
large lot, on quiet street
near shopping facilities,
hospital, gas stations,
46 Homes for Sale
etc. $35,000. Call
Roberts Realty at 7531 BEDROOM Kentucky
mutc.urty iviazoa
Lake home near Pine 1651 or 759-4810 nights.
Crest Resort. Quiet and TRY this 3 bedroom, 2
private setting, for sale bath 1987 mobile home' 1984 BUICK, 4 door, V 8,
on nice lot located about loaded, 58,000 miles.
or lease Owner financ
ing, low down payment 4 miles east of Murray. 1980 Chevy pick-up. 1979
and low monthy Lots of extras including GMC pick-up. 1977 Ford
payments. a fireplace and skylight. van. 121 Auto Truck
Owner says sell! Priced Specialties, 759-9924.
(502)442-5647.
Specialists in
1 BEDROOM home in at $29,900 for more
mechanical repair.
country. 2 extra sleep- details call Roberts
ing rooms upstairs, Realty at 753-1651 or 1985 BUICK Century: 4
door, 4 cylinder, power,
large living room and 759-4810 nights.
cassette stereo, loaded,
dining room. Central
47.Motorcycl
excellent
condition. Call
es
gas heat and air. 12
miles east of Murray. 1983 YAMAHA XT 125. 753-9624 after 5p.m.
$50,000. Call 753-1203.
Good condition. Call 1985 MAXIMA
burgundy, loaded,
BEDROOM house in after 5p.m. 435-4342.
Hazel, carpet, very 7 MOPEDS: $65 each. automatic, digital dash,
drive computer, roof,
nice. Will sell for pay 753-8977.
stereo cassette. 762-6768
off. 492-8755.
BORDERS Cycle and or
759-1623.
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath ATV Center. Used
home on large, in-town ATVs, parts, service,
lot
Available De- accessories and tires.
Now it's
cember 28. Rent $425/ 200 North Main, Benton,
month. 1 year lease Ky. 502-5271680.
prefered. Contact Kop- HONDA Elite, highway
,
ree 1-500- 5-3229
perud Realty. 753-1222.
approved motor scoo•
FIRST Time Home ter. Mint plus condition.
Buyer Alert! Now you 4-wheeler ATV, great
can buy a home with a condition. Days, Eileen
low down payment at 762-6856; evenings 753only 8.3% interest fixed 0375.
New & Used
for 30 years. Dial Cen
Used Cars
fury 21 Loretta Jobs 49
GM Executives &
Realtors for informa- 1970 BUICK
Program Vehicles
LaSabre:
tion 753-1492.
40,000 actual miles
901442-3900
IF you have not owned a good condition, dehome in three years or pendable, $700. 1974
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
never, we can help you Olds 68: runs
good, S300purchase. Low interest 492-8254.
1985 PONTIAC Parisian
rate, minimum down 1971 VW Super
Beetle wagon: interior and
payment. Call about our convertible.
exterior in excellent
759-9213.
seminar this week.
1976 OLDSMOBILE condition, all power,
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
AM FM radio, high
Realtors 7531492. Ask Cutlass, good condition. miles, $4,995. After
753-7597.
for Renee, James, Pat,
1979 COUGAR XR7: 5p.m. 759,1850.
Marion, Marilyn.
1986 CUTLASS Ciera
LIKE to entertain! metalic bronze, paint,
Brougham: fully
Take a look at this 2-3 vinyl top, new tires, tilt
loaded, 20,000 actual
bedroom brick & siding wheel, cruise and A/C,
miles, white with dark
home located on the 53,000 miles, $1,800.
blue interior, dark blue
north side of town. This 753-0259.
simulated convertable
home has 2 full baths, 1979 OLDS Cutlass,
roof, extra sharp. 759,
gas heat, large game & locally owned, excellent
rec. room with wet bar. condition, 61,800 actual 1543 or 753-0509.
1987 BUICK Park
Formal dining room, miles. 753-9813.
large kitchen with lots 1982 OLDSMOBILE Avenue, beige, loaded,
of cabinets and built- Delta 88 Royale: local 1 47,000 miles, $11,000.
ins. Priced at $52,000. owner, very clean. 759- 753-6664.
1987 CUTLASS Ciera
Call Roberts Realty at 9936 after 5p.m.
753 1651 or 759- 4810 1982 REGAL Somersef Brougham: 4 door, MF I
nights.
Limited, fully loaded, V-6, all power, 15,XXX
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath, AM/FM cassette, vel- miles, charcoal. 759brick home with large 2 our interior, sharp. 1125.
car garage. Energy 753-0509 or 759-1543.
1988 JEEP Comanche
efficient central gas 1982 I 28 CAMARO, Pioneer
many extras,
heat and air. Located in power windows, power must sell, $7,500. 753
Martin Heights sub
door locks, power 2571.
division. Call 759 1503 steering, T tops, power 1988 WHITE Cougar
for an appointment.
hatch. 51,000 miles, X R- 7, loaded, 17,000
OWNER Says Sell! 1 excellent condition, $5, miles. 492 8783 or 753
bedroom, 2 bath, brick 500. 753 8630.
8555.
home on a beautiful 1983 BLACK Cutlass ATTENTION
Gover
wooded lot only minutes Supreme Brougham - nment seized vehicles
from town. Large gar• power brakes and steer' from $100. Fords, Mering, air and cruise, excel- cedes, Corvettes,
age, paved drive, outs
ide storage bldg. Priced lent condition. 753 7307 or Chevys. Surplus Buyers
in the $50's. For more 753-8254.
Guide. 1-602'838-8885.
information call 1983 7-28: red, 50,000
GOVERNMENT
Roberts Realty 753-1651 miles, loaded. $6,500.
SEIZED Vehicles from
or 759-4810 nights.
Call 492-8873 or 753-0327.
$100. Fords. Mercedes
Corvettes Chevys
Surplus. Buyers Guide
(1) 805 687-6000 Ext
S-8155.
79 SURVEYED wooded
acres near Kentucky
Lake, good road frontage, very reasonable
price, $24,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222.

1 666**

Tommy
Blair

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. of
Pans, TN

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN MURRAY
TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

88 S-10 Blazer

98 Mercury Topaz
87 Dodge Dakota
87 Toyota Carty,
87 Corolla Fl
87 Camry
87 Toyota 4a4
87 Pontiac Firebird Pro Am
87 Dodge Dakota
87 Plymouth Horizon
'87 Toyota 4 Runner
'87 Ford Bronco II

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

115,987 ,c714
110,487 so ntc
18987 48 mc
110,987 48 mo
19887 48 rric
110,987 48 MC
19987 413mc
'1298748 fix
'8987 48 (no
i987 48 no
'12,987 48 me
10,987 48mo

290"
201"
2000"
245"
217"
245"
215"
288"
200"
125°"
288"
245'

87 Chevy Celebrity
'87 Dodge Omni
'87 Ford Ranger XLT P
'86 lsuzu
86 Honda Prelude
'86 Chevy SIVB P U
86 Toyota Corolla LE
86 Camaro Iroc
86 Toyota L.WB P.U.
86 Chevy C10 P.0
86 Dodge Lancer
86 Chevy Silverado S*13
86 Nissan 111

'87 Grand Am;

Dff lease

8 n Stock

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

'7987 dem 178°'
'6987 0.
48i40 1 8
595:
18487
'4487 42mo 112°"
'9887 42mc 243"'
'8987 42mo 215"'
'6487 4240 160"
'12,487 q ire 270°"
'7987 48•0 173°"
'9887 421110 243°°'
'6487 I2mo 160°"
'9887 42mc 243°"
'8487 42= 209'"

Starting As Low As 08987

$500 Cash Back
Can Be Used As Christmas Cash Or Part Of Down Payment
(must be at least 2.000 car to qualify for cash back)
86 Chrysler LaBaron
86 Toyota P U
86 Chevy Celebrity
86 2 ToyoU Supra
85 Toyota 4 Runner
85 Olds Cutlass Supreme
85 Plymouth Reliant

64 Chevy Conversion Van
81 Coke GT
81 Toyota X-Cab P U

114 Dodos Convertible
64 Muds 626
'64 Volvo

'6987 42 mc
'6487 ii. mo
'6687 42fno
'15,487 amo
'7987 42mo
'7987 47mo
'4487 42 mo
'9887 36 mo
'6987 36 me
'4987 36mo
'6487 36 rit
'6987 36 mo
'8487 36 mo

172444
83 Grand Prix

160"*
165"'
345"
197°'
197"
111'
271"'
192'4*
136"
180"
194°"
235".

'83 Olds Cutlass
82 Buick Riviera
'82 Chevy El Camino
'82 Chevy Van
'80 Mercedes 300
'80 Olds Cutlass
'80 Toyota Celia
'79 Dodge Omni
'79 Toyota PU

'3987
'5987
'6487
'4987
'7987
'10987
'1987
'2987
'1287
'3142877
,8

'76 Pontiac Grand Orli
'78 Jeep Renegade

34mc 115°"
Arm 167'
24mG 252'"
Unto 195°'
24,10 358"
xmc 315"
'2mo 135°"
tarpo 150"
'2 imi
96"'
24 ea 136°"
12mo
96*"
'4487 24mo 178"

87 '86 12
88
'85 '84 '83 13.9% •
'82 and Old*. 14 9% •
• APR with 20% down paym•nt or equal trade equity plus tax IL lic•ns• tees with approv•d credit

515 S. 12th,
Murray, KY

TOYOT•

Mr1X71=Mr7
•

Apts for

Mirrray Ledger & Times

ml;=i2w:u
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TOYOTA
OF MURRAY INC.
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Phone
753-4961

5 1
53 Services Offered
Campers
1983 TOYOTA
Sunraider motor home, LICENSED Efectrt
34,000 miles, 1 owner, cian, Doug Jones Elec
full galley and bath, tric. Residential wiring
root air, engine air, and electrical and elec
tric motor repairs. No
sleeps four. Good gas
rnilage, priced to sell. rewinding. Call
759-4751.
753-0822.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and com52 Boats-Motors
mercial. Air condition1986 BOMBER 15 bass
ing. Sales and service.
ooat, 1979 50HP Mer
installation and
cury, trolling motor, Gas
repair for natural and
aepth finder. 759-9213
741.
LP FYINT'S
A-1 TREE Service and
53. Services Offered
stump removal. Your
10 YEARS Experience.
professional tree serWill do interior and
vice. All types, remo
exterior painting, paper
val, topping, feeding.
hanging, general reFree estimates. 50'
pairs and yard work.
bucket truck and chip
Phone 753-9545, ask for
Der. Call 753-0906.
Jack Beard.
MOBILE HOME
L&L Roofing & General Specialist- repair,
Repair. Also, gutter leveling, underpinning,
repair and painting. set-ups, tear downs,
Free estimates. 10% roofs, floors, plumbing,
discount for Senior wiring, washing,
citiaens. 474-8057
hurricane straps. 759
ALLEN'S Tree and 4850.
Landscaping Service. PROFESSIONAL
Free estimates. Haul
Painting Contractor
ing mulch, manure, Brighten up your home.
gravel, dirt. 753-8619 or Call now to book your
753-6951 after 5p.m. top notch Quality Pain753-2332- 24 Hour ter who has years
answering service.
experience in 1-2-3 story
ANY type of hauling
homes and businesses,
gravel, Mulch, etc. has all tools and
753-0467.
equipment. No job too
APPLIANCE SER
large or too small.
VICE. Kenmore, Phone now 753-5192.
Westinghouse, PUT in your order for a
Whirlpool. 28 years handsome custom made
experience. Parts and butcher block table.
service. Bobby Hopper, From basic to excuisite,
753-4872 or 436-5848.
any size, height or
ARE you sore, stiff or shape to fit your need or
ache all over? Call a fancy. Genuine oak
professional masseuse. tops. Call today
5 years experience. 435-4142.
Appointment only. Free REDING and Carter's
first visit. Call 474-8872 complete mobile home
after 5p.m.
repairs service. Call
DUNAWAY S Painting- 492-8806 for estimate.
interior, exterior, reSale- 3 storage
sidential, commercial. sheds like houses,
753-6951, if no answer, complete electric in
753-2332. Ask for Mike.
every way. 2 TVs, color
FENCt sales at Sears 1 dryer. 3 lots for sale
now. Call Sears 753-2310 with complete hook-ups
for free estimate for for mobile homes. Rare
your needs.
Doberman pinchers,
FOR most any type fond and rust color,
driveway white rock AKC registered. 2
also, any type gravel, mobile homes. You
dirt and sand call Roger have to see to believe!
Hudson, 753-4545 or Call for an appointment
753-6763.
492-8806
GENERAL repair
ROCKY COLSON Home
Carpentry, plumbing, Repair. Roofing, siding,
roofing, yard and tree painting, plumbing,
work, wood- S25 a rick. concrete. Free es
Call 436-2642.
timates. Call 474-2307 or
GUTTERING by Sears. 753 6973.
Sears continuous gut- SEWING machine
rep
ters installed for your air. All makes
ana
specifications Call models, home and
in
Sears 753-2310 for free dustry. Call Kenneth
estimate.
Barnhill, 753 2674,
HAMILTON Cultured Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N.
marble and tile. 643 Old SUREWAY
Tree
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
Service Topping, prunINVITE Santa Claus to ing, tree removal.
Aeyour Christmas party! rial bucket truck. Fully
Santa Claus for rent. insured for your protCall after 5p.rn. ection. Stump
removal
4.374373.
With no lawn damage.
DUNCAN'S landscap Free estimates.
No
ing and lawn service obligations. 753'5484.
provided for the Murray TELEPHONE
wiring
For free es jacks
area
installed phones
timates phone 753-3266.
moved residence and
PLUMBING repairman business experienced.
with same day service. Call Bobby Wade 753Call 759-4850
2220.

53. Services Offered

53, Services Offered

51-IEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811

APPLIANCE REPAIR
We Service: dishwashers, disposals,
ranges, ovens, refrigerators, washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models.
G.E. factory trained.
The Appliance Works,
Dr. Rob Mason Rd
Hwy 783, 753 2455

1 8-Alt/IL Ni7-Wi
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442 7026
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs All
guaranteed. Free es
timates Phone 492 8899
or 753 1308.
WILL do roofing,
plumbing, painting, &
yard work. Call 753-4370
or 436-5895

55. Feed

and

Seed

GOOD quality, fall cuf
fescue and clover bale'
hay. $1.75 per balm
753-8673.
WHEAT hay: 24 large
rolls.420 per roll. (Must
buy all) 436-2336 after
6p.m.

Cu5T0111UTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom

BREAKFAST SOCIAL,
• MONtAT
6-11 AM _•_
Eggs-Bacon or Sausage °
OW
Hash Br. and Biscuits or Pancake""

WORLD OF SOUND

FOR

Why We Are #1
Only
tesstcir
Where You Get the Best Prices and Service.

222 South 12th St.
753-5865
•
II USUSSIUSS S......855

In Stock Carpet - Stainmaster
5899

'1099

In-Stock Vinyl

'3.99
NEW SHIPMENT of
Beautiful Lamps at REDUCED

PRICES

JOE SMITH CARPET
Hwy 641 Nortt

753-6660

iragesoviseemseemw

/11"••46...,

(Dial-A-Service

Need An Extra ar
For A Few Days?
(Nero From Gene At
DWAIN TAYLOR

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

CHEVROLET, INC.

00
911

502-753)2617

50

Used

Trucks

1967 CHEVROLET 1/2
ton, V-8, 4 speed, fair
condition. $350 firm
474 8854.
1982 FORD pick up, like
new condition. Call
after 5p.m. 753-7323.
1984 CHEVY Silverado
PS, PB, air, tilt, cruise,
PW, PL $4,200 or take
over payments.
759 1268.
1984 CHEVROLET 5-10
Durango pick up truck.
V 6, nice topper, loaded,
like new, gray. 753 1729
after 5p.m
l96.4 FORD Ranger, 4x4,
52,X X X, new tires, 5speed, $43,500_ Call John
Hopkins 753 8084, 753
9574.
1 9 8 1 JEEP Grand
Wagoneer, loaded, V 8,
excellent condition
Average retail $10,200 ,
asking $8,900 Call 753
7307
1985 CIERA Classic
GMC 1/2 ton pick up,
red and silver, all
power, AM FM cass
ette, sliding window,
tilt, cruise, and many
extras with tool box and
rails Excellent condition, low mileage. 7535940 day or night
1986 C EV
Silverado:
red, loaded 1985 GMC
S 15. Both extra sharp.
1988 Honda 4 wheeler
300. 753 9908
1987 1/2 NISSAN 420
pick up
metallic
brown, black tool box,
22,XXX miles. JUST
LIKE NEW! Call 753
590,4 after 5p.m.
1987 CH VII Blazer
1x1 . black, Tahoe
equipment, like new,
7,000 miles, $12,500
753 6664,
19se-Grac 5-15 44,4 - 7,000
miles, PS, PB, air,
cruise, tilt, stereo, bed
mat, sharp. $11,500 or
take over payments
759 1268

44
4e

Police
911

M

Home & Auto

uray‘

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

RANDY THORNTON HEATIN
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trona and Card•r dnlsr
for soles and service, In Murray
end

Phone
753-2571

..4.0000•1111 SION.%

Murray-Calloway County

•TRANE

753-5131

Calloway County
----a-

802 Chestnut

Hospital

753_8181

Greg's Vinyl Tops

Poison Control
753-7588
,,chng-Pencing
Downspouts 13 Gutters - Shutters
Alurnsnum Sld,ng
Solar Screens

753-9841

Center Dr off 641 N
IBehind old Boston Tea Party)
M F 85
Simulated convertible fops
'Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
•Luggage racks •Truck rail* and tailgate guards

Murray-Made Ilhodows

Calloway County Rescue Squad

Call Us Today!
JINNI 4IAISS
00(8'1411.N
121 Ely-Pass

753-6952

753-8407

Spouse Abuse Hotline
and Safehouse 24 Hour Hotline

759-4050

HOLLAND TIRE
Specializing in
Performer GT Radial
Raised White Letter Tires
Corner of East Main & Industrial Rd. 753-5606

To place your ad in
the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1.916
NIondaN-Friday

8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda), 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
"""""moveut0
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Bakker makes return

OBITUARIES
Roy Bynum

Elvis Woods

Elvis Woods, 86, of Richmond,
Rt. 5, Murray; foster daughter,
Miss Lisa Weaver, Paducah; 10 Va., died Friday at a hospital
grandchildren; 13 great- there. He was a former resident of
Calloway County.
grandchildren.
His wife, Mrs Willie Eldridge
Services are today at 2 p.m. in th
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Woods, and one son, E.B. Woods,
Funeral Home. The Rev. Eulas preceded him in death.
Born May 11, 1902, in Calloway
Greer and the Rev. Thomas
Clendenen are officiating. Music County, he was thea,son of the late
Tom Woods and Zora Crider
Is by the Bethel Singers.
Active pallbearers are Charlie Woods.
He is survived by two daughter,
Saylors, Charles Peeler, Michael
Pitt, Jim Green, Mitch Hill and Mavis Jean and Annette, and
several grandchildren of the RichLarry Stone.
Honorary pallbearers are Dan mond area; two sisters, Mrs.
Kelly, Pat Redden, Robert Odell Houser, Farmington, and
Rowland, Barry Rose, Wayne Mrs. Ethel Bruce, Paducah; five
brothers, A.O. Woods, Kelly
Garrison and Gary Evans.
Entombment will follow in Woods, Otis Woods, Orville Woods
mausoleum at Murray Memorial and Ulis Woods, all of Murray;
two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Zeffie
Gardens
Woods, Murray, and Mrs. Margie
Woods, Detroit, Mich.; several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral and burial services will
William C. Roberts, 78, of West Juanita Moss, Paducah; two be Tuesday in Richmond.
View Nursing Home, Murray, died
brothers, Frank Roberts and wife,
Sunday at 12:30 a.m. at Murray. Verna, and Hollis Roberts and
Calloway County Hospital.
wife, Heloise, Murray; a sister-inOf Baptist faith, he was a law, Mrs. Jo Roberts, Murray;
member of Woodmen of World.
keveral nieces and nephews.
Born May 5, 1910, in Calloway
Funeral rites for Alvis Milton
Services will be Tuesday at 2
County, he was the son of the late
Wall were Saturday at 2:30 p.m. in
p.m.
in
the
chapel
of
J.H.
ChurNorman C. Roberts and Bernice
chill Funeral Home. The Rev. LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morti3rogan Roberts.
G.T.
Moody will officiate. Burial cians, Paris, Tenn.
He also was preceded in death
Burial was in Foundary Hill
will follow in Murray City
ay one sister, Mrs. Sallie Adair,
Church of Jesus Christ of LatterCemetery.
and three brothers, Vernon
day Saints Cemetery near
Roberts, Taz Roberts and Grogan
Friends may call from 4 to 8 Puryear, Tenn.
Roberts.
p.m. today (Monday ) at the
Mr. Wall, 80, a former Puryear
Survivors are one sister, Mrs. funeral home.
mayor and former Henry County,
Tenn., sheriff, died Thursday at
Henry County Medical Center,
Paris.
A World War II veteran, he also
Mrs. Elizabeth Hale, 92, of 713 great-grandchildren, Anne Marie
worked
for the Tennessee DepartOlive St., Murray, died Sunday at Hale, Murray, and Erica Hale and
ment of Transportation. He was a
11:50 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit Lindsey Hale, Fort Smith, Ark.
Also surviving are two charter member of the Paris
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
stepgrandchildren, Susan Jones Chapter of the Fraternal Order of
and Edward Hudgins, one niece, Police and the Tennessee Sheriffs'
She was the widow of William
Vernon Hale, who was longtime
Mrs. Beale Outland, and one Association. He also was a
manager of the former National nephew, Will H. Whitnell, all of member of Masonic Lodge No.
108, the Royal Arch and a charter
Stores, Inc. here. She was a
Murray.
memer of First United Methodist
Graveside services will be Tues- member of the Knights of
Church.
day at 10 a.m. at Murray City Templar.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Cemetery. The Rev. A. Nowell
Born Sept. 3, 1896, in Calloway
Lavelle
Gallimore Wall; one
County, she was the daughter of Bingham will officiate.
the late Solon Higgins and Victoria
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is daughter, Mrs. Peggy Edmiston,
in charge of arrangements, but Memphis, Tenn.; one son, Billy
Stilley Higgins.
Joe Wall, Murfreesboro, Tenn.;
there will be no visitation.
Mrs. Hale is survived by one
three
sisters, Mrs. Wanda Allbritson, Solon Hale and wife, Ruth,
The family requests that expresMurray; three grandchildren, sions of sympathy take the form of ton, Puryear, Mrs. Margie BranDiane Printess, Deming, Wash., donations to First United non, Hazel, and Mrs. Cordie
David Hale, Denver, Colo., and
Methodist Church, Cancer Society Hamrick, Murray; one brother,
John Wall, Nashville, Tenn.; three
Van Hale, Fort Smith, Ark.: three
or Heart Foundation.
grandchildren.
Roy Bynum, 69, of 2107 Coldwater Rd., Murray, died Saturday at 6:33 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
He was owner of Bynum Construction Company. He was a
member of Bethel United
Methodist Church.
Born Sept. 14, 1919, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Harmon Bynum and Cordie Bell
Nanney Bynum. He also was
preceded in death by one sister,
Lora Steely, one brother, Leemon
Bynum, and one great-grandchild.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Grace Lee Bynum, to whom
he was married on Nov. 7, 1938;
three sons, Raymond Bynum, Rt.
3, Murray, James Harry Bynum,
Rt. 1, Almo, and Harold Bynum,

William C. Roberts

Alvis
Milton Wall

Mrs. Elizabeth hale

Wilson Wood
The funeral for Wilson Wood is
today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. Roy Gibson is
officiating.
Pallbearers include Randy
Wood, Joe Green, Tracy Estes,
Darrell Lovett and Carl Lovett.
Burial will follow in Hillcrest
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Mr. Wood, 76, died Saturday at
his home in Benton. He was
retired from the Tennessee Valley
Authority and a member of New
Harmony Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 20, 1912, he was the
son of the late Clint Wood and 011i€

Hunt Wood. Also preceding him in
death were three brothers, D.G.
Wood, Julian Wood and Henry
Cole Wood
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Eunice Henson Wood; three stepdaughters, Mrs Janice Dowdy,
Almo, and Mrs. Jean Lovett and
Mrs. Wanda Freeman, Benton;
one stepson. Charles Estes, Almo;
one sister, Mrs. Marie McManus,
Benton; three brothers, Donald
Wood and Howard Wood, Benton,
and Charles Wood, Petersburg,
Ina.; 16 stepgrandchildren; 16
stepgreat-grandchildren.

Marcos facing
medical tests
HONOLULU (AP) - Deposed
Philippine president Ferdinand
Marcos faces more medical tests
after being hospitalized for what
his aides have called congestive
heart failure

Holmes. Danny Rogers and Don
Rogers; two great-grandchildren.
Kyle Rogers and Phillip Rogers.
Mr. Holmes is also survived by
several sisters, brothers, nieces
and nephews.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Hazel. The Rev James Garland
is officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is
pianist and soloist
Pallbearers include Charles
Holmes, Jeff Holmes, Jimmy
Williams, Gillard Ross, Danny
Rogers and Don Rogers. Burial
will follow in Hazel C,emtery.

Final rites for C.J. Harrison
were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Gerald Baker officiated.
Entombment was in mausoleum
at Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Mr. Harrison, 67, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Sedalia community,
died Saturday at 7:30 a.m. at his
home. A World War II veteran, he
was a member of Lebanon Church
of Christ.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Earnestine Harrison; two
daughters, Mrs. Sherry Gregory,
Farmington, and Mrs. Barbara
Norsworthy, Mayfield; one son,
Jeff Harrison, Farmingtob; one
sister, Mrs. Jane Copeland,
Palmersville, Tenn.; two
brothers, David Harrison, Sedalia,
and Gilliam Harrison, Sharon,
Tenn.; three grandchildren.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the American Cancer
Society.

Caldwell academic
team wins tourney
The Caldwell County High
School academic team has earned
the title of champion for the second consecutive year in the
President's Invitational Western
Kentucky Academic Tournament
at Murray State University.

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products .
A.T.C•Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
CArysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
GAF Corp
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

INSULATED TUMBLERS
WITH 3- DIMENSIONAL DESIGNS

harder the devil fights, the bigger
the miracle that's coming."
Bakker resigned from PTL in
March 1987 after admitting to a
1980 extramarital sexual encounter with church secretary
Jessica Hahn. PTL filed for
bankruptcy reorganization in June
1987 and a court-appointed trustee
has been trying to sell its assets to
pay creditors.
In Fort Mill, S.C., an auction
was scheduled for this afternoon of
PTL's 2,200-acre property, which
includes a 500-room hotel, a theme
park, television studio and a
2,000-seat church.
NOTIC I
We Haul White Coldwater
Gravel and Dirt.
KKK STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically removed
24" Deep Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 Bob Kemp
Of
435 4319 BOO

Keep The Ure.t GM F

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753- 2617
45 Gersuu,

1986 Dodge 600 SE, 4 dr
auto air. AM-FM
$5,900

0-

As the winning team, Caldwell
County received a $1,000 scholarship to Murray State and a trophy.
Graves County received a $750
scholarship and trophy and the
third and fourth place teams
received trophies.
Academic teams from 27 high
schools participated in the competition, which consisted of five
elimination rounds of quick recall
questions in the areas of
mathematics, science, English,
social studies and general
knowledge.
The tournament was sponsored
by the MSU Honors Program, with
volunteers from the Murray State
faculty and student body acting as
moderators, announcers,
scorekeepers and timekeepers
throughout the competition.
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BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

Kemp Jr

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.

Murray High took third place in
the tournament, defeating Livingston County 23-11 in the consolation match.

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
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414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753 3366

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) - To
shouts of "hallelujah,- PTL
founder Jim Bakker preached for
the first time since his fraud and
conspiracy indictment and urged
followers of his new church to
forgive his accusers.
"They ask us,'Why don't you attack your enemies?" Bakker
said, his voice rising. "The devil
wants me to renounce my salvation and attack, attack, attack
The Bible says 'Love your
enemies."
"I'm not going to lift a finger to
attack my enemies. I'm not going
to lift a finger to vindicate me."
Bakker said. "That will put cold
chills down your enemy's spine."
During the service for his New
Covenant Church, Bakker never
mentioned the 24-count indictment
issued last week by a federal
grand jury investigating PTL.
"I feel a miracle," he told 400
worshipers Sunday gathered at a
roller skating rink. "And the

Caldwell County rated third by
academic team coaches among
high school teams statewide,
downed 16th ranked Murray High
38-24 in the semifinals and
defeated Graves County 51-16 in
the final match.

Stock Market

Zack Holmes
Zack Holmes, 78. of 805 Hurt
Dr., Murray, died Saturday at
12:13 p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
A veteran of World War II, he
was a member of Hazel Baptist
Church. His wife, Mrs. Buthal
Armstrong Holmes, died March
30, 1978,
Born Aug. 3, 1910, at Paint Lick, •
he was the son of the late Major
Holmes and Sally Hester Holmes.
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs Jimmy (Nancy) Rogers,
Hazel; one son. Bobby Holmes and
wife, Donna. Murray: four grandchildren, Charles Holmes, Jeff

C.J. Harrison

•

This
Weeks
Special

Large Bar-B-Oue
Sandwich & French Fries

$2.29
Special Good Dec 12 -1 7
Order Your Holiday Bar-B-Oue Today

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-004

MONEY
Don't pay more money than necessary! Many
people are paying much too much for Medicare
Supplement Insurance. If your health is
reasonably good, you can qualify for excellent
coverage with affordable rates. If your supplement has gone up in price, call us. Find out why
so many people in Calloway County do business
with Bennett & Associates.

Bennett & Associates
Insurance Agency
753-7273
Free Claim Service

SERVICE SPECIAL
Economy Mufflers Installed

•Double Wrapped
•Galvanized Shell
*Quiet Sound
•Original Equipment Type

$21.95*

Premium Muffler $29.95*
BOX OF
4
12 OZ.

$119

BOX OF
4
16 OZ.
$1495

*Original equipment type •Double wrapped
•Aluminized shell *Whisper quiet sound

"paduadt's"
MOST
INTERESTING
STORE

e
Party
Mart
$09 tan Oak td.
Menem Mame
Opus I A.M. le 10 P.M.
M.a M.Tell P.M.

Napa Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever

$8.88*

Installation available at an additional cost.
•Most American cars and pickups. Many foreign cars
Clamps if needed $1.25 extra.

BARRETT'S SERVICE
CENTER
GoodSevice
(1 Block North
Giteclietico'
of the Court Square)
200 N. 4th St.

-

753-6001

